
each of these subsets of the space n will be considered in succession. 

* Case 1: 8 > 1/a 

From Lemma 2.2.1 of chapter II we may, without loss of generality, 

assume µi ~vi; (i = 1,2,), and therefore 82(2 ) ~ O, 82(l) = 8l(l) + e 

* * = 8 + €, € ~ 0. Furthermore, by assumption 8 > O. Making these changes 

in (.~-3-5) and observing that both terms are nonnegative 

(-3.3.6) M(µ,v;d' j&* > 1/a) 

= [1-P{max(u(2 ),v( 2)-82(2 )) - d' > max(U(l)-8~,v(l)-8~-e)}] 

+ [a 8~-1][1-P{max(u(2 ),v(2)-82(2))+d' ~ max(U(l)-8~,v(l)-8~-e)1] 

~ [1-P{max(u(2},v(2 )-82(2})-d' ~ max(u(l)-8*,v(l)-8*)}] 

+ [a 8*-1][1-P{max(u(2 ),v(2)-82(2))+d' ~ max(u(l)-8*,v(l)-8~)}] 

~ [1-P{U(2)-d' ~ max(U(l)-8*,v(l)-8~)}] 

+ [a 5*~1][1-P{u(2 )+d' ~ max(u(l)-8*,v(l)-8*)}] 

* = sup M(µ,v;d' la > 1/a) = 
(µ,v) . 

* * ' 8 +d' 8 +d ) ] 
+ [o: e.*-11[1-Fp+l( {2 '{2 

2 

* I * d' 
( 8 -d 8 - )] [1-F l ---, 

~ ff {2 
2 

by successively setting E = O and 82(2 ) = ~. This is a conditional least 

* favorable configuration with~ > 0 and d' ~ 0 as yet unspecified. 

* Case 2: 8 ~ 1/a 

Since both terms in (3.3.5) are increasing functions of d' in this case, 

it follows that 

(3.3.7) * * M(µ,v;ol8_ ~ 1/a) ~ M(µ,v;d'I~ ~ 1/a) , 

for all (µ,v) en. Thus expression (3.3.5) is minimized by setting d' = 0. 

Then E{e[l].e[ 2 ]} = 0, since the probability is 1 that only one population 
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Proof 

Simplifying the notation further to facilitate the ensuing discussion, 

let 
L2(µ,v;d)-a0 . 

E ----- = M(µ,V;d') 
ao 

Then expression (3.3.3) can be written 

(3.3.4) 
[ e [ 2 ] -E {max ( e 1 e 1 , e 2 e2 ) ) ] 

M( µ , V ; d ' ) = E { e [ l ] ) + E { e [ 2 ] ) + a l. - - 1 
(a

11
/n)2 

* = 1 + E{e[l].e[ 2 ]) + a 8_E(e[l]·(l-e[ 2 ])) - 1 

= E{e[l]) - E{e[l]·(l-e[ 2 ])) + a 8~E{e[l]•(l-e[ 2 ])) 

where E{e[l]·(l-e[2 ]) is the probability that population 7T[l]' but not 1r[ 2 ], 

will be retained in the selected subset. 

Now E{e[l]} = P(7r[l];µ,V;d) = P{Z(l} ~ z(2 ) - d}, and 

E{e[l]·(l-e[2])) = 1-P(CS;µ,V;d) = 1-P(Z(l) ~ z(2) + d} • 

Making the normalizing substitutions of section 2 in chapter II, 

expression (3.3.4) becomes 

(3.3.5, M(µ,v;d') = [1-P{max(u(2},v(2 )-82(2))-d' > max(U(l)-8l(l)'v( 11 -82(1~))] 

+[a 8~ -1][1-P{max(u( 2 ),v( 2 )-82(2 ))+d' ~ max(U(l)-8l(l)'V(l)-82( 1)))] • 

To maximize M(µ,v;d') in terms of (µ,v) is to maximize (3.3.5} in terms of 
~ 
I 

Now since . . * 
inf sup 

1 
M(µ,V~d' j8 > 1/a) 

inf sup M(µ,v;d') = max 
d'(µ,v) 

d I (µ,V) 

* inf sup M(µ,v;d'l8 ~ 1/a) 
d' (µ,v) 
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parameter in the selected subset. This will be transformed to effectively 

eliminate one of the loss function parameters 

(3.3.3) 
L2 (µ,v;d)-a

0 E{----} a . 
0 

The objective is to determine a minimax expected loss in the sense 

L
2

(µ,v;d)-a
0 inf sup E {-----} • 

-d (µ,v) ao 

This minimax solution will of course be relative to the range of decisions 

associated with procedure R
1

• It will not be claimed to be minimax with 

respect to the decision space consisting of all decision functions R 

possible for this problem, the same as for the loss function considered in 

the previous section. 

The procedure .will be to find the parameter point [µ(d) ,v(d)] which 

maximizes expected loss in terms of (µ,v) as a function of d, and then 

choose d to minimize this maximum expected loss. 

In this section we·will show that fork= 2 populations the minimax 

solution is associated with a conditional least favorable configuration of 

populations, derived in chapter II. Techniques for determining the minimax 

combination (8*,d') will be discussed in the two subsequent sections. 

Theorem 3.3.1 

If k = 2, the minimax solution is associated with some conditional 

least favorable configuration of populations characterized by 

a* = 
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and other combinations of k and p could similarly be investigated. The 

important point is that, if the minimum expected loss for an unconditional 

-least favorable configuration occurs at either d' = 0 or d' = oo, then this 

is the minimax solution (i.e., other configurations need not be investigateq). 

3.3 Loss as a function of subset size and difference between the best _},:~,-<~ 

population and the best selected population 

In this section we consider a more realistic linear loss function 

containing penalties proportional to the number of populations in the selected 

subset and to the difference between the best population the the best selected 

population. The first component reflects the projected additional cost of 

experimentation for each population that has not been eliminated. The second 

component reflects the cost of rejecting the population of highest quality 

and depends on the resulting decrease in quality. The loss function under 

consideration can be expressed as 

(3.3.1) = 

where e = ( ) = { 1, if population 7f. is selected 
el,e2,•••,ek' ej O, otherwise J 

aO and a 1 are nonnegative constants, 0. = max(µ.,v.) 
J J J 

= µj without loss of 

generality, and max(e1e
1
,e

2
e2 , ••• ,0kek) represents the largest of the ej 

selected, (j = 1,2, ••• ,k). We will substitute the notation L
2

(µ,V;d) for 

L2 (e,µ,v,aO,a1;d) to facilitate the following discussion. Taking expecta~ions 

(3.3.2) = 

where E{~(e1e1 ,e2e2 , ••• ,0kek~} represents the expected value of the largest 
J 
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where [l - al F( ~ ~] = O. Since this is a maximum, the mininrum will 
ao \J3+P f2. 

occur at one of the two extremes d' = 0 or d' = 00 :. 

(3.2.8) 

Thus 

Ll(µo,vo;O)-al 
E{ } 

ao 

Ll(µo,vo;00)-al 
E{-----} 

ao 

Ll ( µ o 'Vo; d' )-al 
inf E{------} = 
d' ao 

al 
= 1 - - F 1(0,0) 

ao p+ 
2 

al 
= 2 -- ao. 

Ll(µo,vo;o)-al 
E{-----}, 

ao 

Ll(µo,vo;00)-al 
E{-----}, 

ao 

a 
if_!~ 1/[l-Fp+l(O,O)] 

ao 
2 

otherwise. 

Therefore either the condition of Theorem 3.2.1 or Theorem 3.2.2 applies. 

We may suspect that a result analogous to Theorem 3.2.6 would apply to 

other values of k. If so, the minimax solution would be obtained by equating 

expected loss at the two extreme values d' = 0 and d' = 00. Making the appro-

priate changes in (3.2.8) and (3.2.9) and equating them 

al 00 

[F (u,u)]k-l f(u)du 
al 

1 J. = k - -, or 
ao -00 

p ao 

al 00 

[Fp(u,u)]k-l f(u)du] = (k-1)/[1 - J 
ao -00 

al 
For - equal to or less than this, we would choose d' = O, and choose 

ao 

d' = 00 otherwiseo Figure 3.1, obtained from tables in appendices A and B, 

illustrates the situation fork= 3 and p = O, where the boundary between 

the two choices of d' in terms of a
1
/a

0 
is given by 

= 2/[1 - f 
-00 

[F (u,u)]2 f(u)du] 
0 

= 2.5. 

The extension of Theorem 3.2.6 appears to be justified in this case, 
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Proof 

For the least favorable configuration with p = 1, it follows that 

P(7r[l];O,d') = P{CS;O,d'), P(CS;O,O) 
1 

= k' and thus 

Ll{µo,vo;d')-al 
E{-----} = 

ao 

a 
[k - ....!] P(CS;O,d') 

ao 

~ 
al 

(k - -] P (cs ;o,o) = 
ao 

(1 
al 
- . 1] 
a -0 k 

and the condition of theorem 3.2.1 is satisfied. 

Theorem 3.2.6 

L
1

(µ0
, v0 ;OLa

1 = E{ ,? } 
a ' 

0 

al 
If k = 2 and - ~ 1/(1-F 

1
(0,0)], the minimax solution is given by the 

ao p+ 
2 

combination (µ,v;d') = (µ 0 ,v0 ;o). 

combination is (µ~v 0
;~) • 

a 
If_!> 1/(1 - F 1(0,0)], the minimax 

ao p+ 
2 

Proof 

Fork= 2 populations 

Ll {µo ,vo;d' )-al 
E{-----) = 

ao 

a -a 
P(7r[l];O,d')+( On 

1
)P(CS;O,d'} 

-d' -d' aO-al d' d' 
(1-F (-,-) ]+(--)F· (-,-) = 

p+l {2 V2 ao p+l 1/2 ./2 
2 2 

Taking the partial derivative with respect to d', and applying Lemma 2.2.3 

of chapter II 

0 
dd' 

Ll(µo,vo;d')-al 
E{-----} 

ao 
= {2 f(£J[F(- ~ ~) + to-al)F( ~ ~)] 

{2 \}3+p {2 ao \}'§+p {2 

d' al {i:p" d'}] 
= {2 f(v'2)[ 1-a F( '\}°§+p 1/2 • 

0 

This changes from positive to negative for the value of d', if it exists, 
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Proof 

Denote the unconditional least favorable configuration by (µ 0 ,v0
) • 

Then for this configuration, it was shown in chapter II that P(1r. ;O,d') = 
J 

P ( 1T [ 1] ; 0, d' ) ~ P (CS; 0, d' ) ; j * [ k] , for all d' ?: 0. Thus 

Ll(µo,vo;d')-al 
E( . } = 

ao 

Therefore the condition of Theorem 3.2.2 is satisfied and the proof is 

complete. 

Theorem 3.2.4 

If a 1/a
0 

~ 1 the minimax solution is given by the combination 

(µ,v;d') = (µ
0

,v
0 ;o) . 

Proof 

For any d' ?: O 

Ll(µo,vo;d')-al 
E(-----} = 

ao 

a 
(k-l)P(1T[l];O,d')+(l-

8
~)P(CS;O,d') 

Thus the condition of Theorem 3.2.1 is satisfied, and the proof is complete. 

Theorem 3.2.5 

If a 1/a0 ~ k and p = 1, the minimax solution is given by the combina

tion (µ,v;d') = {µ 0 ,v0 ,o) . 
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and the theorem is proven, since 

inf P(CS;µ,v;O) = 
(µ,V) 

00 
k 1 J. (F (u,u)} - f(u)du 

-00 p 

Theorem 3.2.2 

If 

(3.2.6) 
Ll (µo ,vo;d' )-al 

inf E (------) 
d' ao 

( 0 0 ) L
1 

µ ,V ;00 -a
1 

= E(-----} 
ao 

the minimax combination is (µ 0 ,v0 ;00) and the minimax expected loss is 

Proof 

Since E(S;µ,v;00} = k and P(CS;µ,v;00) = 1 for any configuration of pop-

ulations, (3.2.3}---becomes 

Ll (µo ,vo;00)-al 
E(-----) 

ao 

Ll (µ,v;00)-a 1 
= sup E(-----}. 

(µ,v) ao 

Thus from (3.2.6) and (3.2.7) 

L l ( µ , V ; d ' ) -al 
inf sup E (------) ~ 

Ll(µo,vo;d')-al 
inf E{------} 

d' (µ,v) ao d' ao 

Ll (µ,v;00)-a 1 
= sup E(-----) ~ 

(µ,v) ao 

L
1
(µ,v;d')-a

1 inf sup E {------} 
d'(µ,v) ao 

and the theorem is proven, since 

= 

Theorem 3.2.3 

a -a 
(k-1)+( O 1)-(1) 

ao 
= 

If a
1

/a
0 
~ k, the minimax solution is given by the combination 

(µ,v;d') = (µ 0 ,v0 ;00). 
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The minimax solution has been obtained for many of the combinations of k 

populations, correlation p and values of the loss function parameters a
0 

and a
1

, and a number of other cases have been investigated by numerical approx

imation. In the following we will summarize the cases for which the minimax 

solution has either been determined analytically or approximated numerically . 

Theorem 3.2.1 

Let (µ 0 ,v0
) denote an unconditional least favorable configuration. 

Then if 

( 0 0 1 ) L1 µ ,v ;d -a
1 inf E{------) 

d' ao 

the minimax combination is (µ 0 ,v0 ;o), and the minimax expected loss is 

00 
k 1 [1-(a

1
/a

0
) J [F (u,u)] - f(u)du] 

-00 p 

Proof 

If d' = O, expression (3.2o3) becomes 

L1 (µ,v;o)-a 1 E{----) 
ao 

= 
a 

E{S;µ,v;O)-....!.p(CS;µ,v;o) 
ao 

= 
a 

1-4(cs;µ,v;o) , 
ao 

since E{S;µ,v;O) = 1 for any configuration of populations. 

Then 
L1 (µ, V ;O )-al. 

sup E{------J 
(µ,v) ao 

= 
al 

1-- inf P(CS;µ,v;o) 
ao (µ,v) 

0 0 
L1(µ,v;O)-a 1 

= E{----) 
ao 

from Theorem 2.2.1. Thus from (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) 

L1(µ,V;d')-a 1 inf sup E{------) ~ 
d' (µ,v) ao 

L
1

(µ,v;O)-a 1 = sup E {-----) ~ 
(µ,v) ao 

Ll(µo,vo;d')-al 
inf E{------) 
d' ao 

L1(µ,v;d')-a
1 inf sup E(-------) , 

d' (µ,v) ao 
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not generally known, is uniformly smaller than that for random selection. 

3.2 Loss as a function of subset size and incorrect selection 

In this section we will consider the simpler type of linear loss function 

which assigns a penalty in proportion to the number of populations in the 

selected subset, and a further penalty for failing to select the best pop-

ulation. This loss function is defined as follows: 
k 

(3 .2 .1) L1(e,µ,v,a0 ,a1;d) = a0 _E e.+a1(1-e[k]),where e=(e1 ,e2 , ••• ,ek), 
J=l J 

{ 
1, if population 7f. is selected 

ej = O, if it is not J (j=l,2, ••• ,k), and 

a
0 

and a
1 

are non-negative constants. Taking expectations in (3.2.l), set

ting E(e.} = P(1r.;µ,V;d), where P(1r.;µ,v;d) represents the probability of 
J J J 

selecting population 7f., (j=l,2, ••• ,k), and substituting the notation 
J 

(3.2.2) 
k 

= a
0 

E P{ 1T • ; µ , V ; d) +al [ 1-P ( CS ; µ , V ; d) ] 
. 1 J J= 

This can alternatively be expressed as a function of a single loss 

function parameter 

(3.2.3) 
k-1 a -a 0 1 

= E P(1r[ ·];µ,v;d)+(--)P(CS;µ,v;d) 
j=l J ao 

The objective in the present section will be to study this expected 

loss for certain values of population means (µ,v) and decision choices 
1 

d' = d/(cr
11

/n)2
o In particular we will seek to derive the minimax solution 

within decision class R
1

, defined as 

L
1
(µ,v;d')-a 1 inf sup E (------} 

d' (µ,v) ao 
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Chapter III 

Minimax Expected Loss for Decision Rule R
1 

3.1 Summary 

Two loss functions are considered, differing in the penalty assigned to 

incorrect selection. The simplest but least realistic loss function assigns 

a penalty in proportion to the number of populations selected and a further 

penalty for failing to select the best population. In section 3.2 it is 

shown that the minimax expected loss in this case is generally associated with 

the unconditional least favorable configuration of populations. For all cases 

investigated the minimax strategy is either to select one population (d = 0) 

or to select all populations (d = oo). 

Decision rule R
1 

is compared to random selection for this loss function 

in Section 3.6. It is shown that the minimax expected loss under R
1 

is always 

at least as large as that under random selection, with equality attained only 

when the minimax solution under random selection requires all populations to 

be retained. 

The more realistic loss function assigns a penalty proportional to the 

number of populations selected and a further penalty proportional to the 

difference between the parameter e[k] of the best population and the parameter 

e[j] of the best selected population. In section 3.3 it is shown that for 

k = 2 populations the minimax solution is associated with a .conditional least 

favorable configuration of populations. Procedures for calculating the 

* minimax combination (8 ,d') are discussed in sections 3.4 and 3.5, and an 

example is given for the particular case p = O. 

Comparing decision rule R
1 

with random selection for this loss function, 

it is shown in section 3.6 that the minimax expected loss for R
1 

although 
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complicated by unequal p I s and is no longer the same for each populat_ion, and 

the same difficulty carries over to expected subset size. If the correlations 

are unknown, a conservative approach would be to assume a minimum possible 

value for each inferior population, since the lower bound of probability of 

correct selection is an increasing function of p. 

3. The case when a11 is unknown 

In this case decision rule R
1 

no longer applies, and we must define 

a new rule R1 which involves an estimate of a11 , such that a lower bound for 

probability of correct selection can be calculated. 

Let s2 be an unbiased estimate of a2 = a11/n, with m degrees of 

freedom, independent of the sample means. Then decision rule R1 is defined 

such that all populations 7rj are selected for which Z/S ~ Z[kJ'S _-c. 

(j=l,2, ••• ,k), where C is a nonnegative decision parameter chosen by the ex-

perimenter. The conditional least favorable configuration of population 

means is derived essentially without change, assuming that a
11

, although 

unknown, is fixed, and probability of correct selection becomes 

* P(CS;8 ,c) = 

= 

= 

au(k) a* au. 
P( S + C + a S - ~ max(s1 

av. 
s1); all j :/: (k)} 

m/2 
(X) 2(i) 

f r(m/2) 
-CX> 

m-1 -mz2 /2 /cx, * * k-1 z e · [F (u+8 +Cz,u+8 +Cz)] .f(u)dudz 
-CX> p 

which is a generalization of a result by Gupta [8] for univariate populations. 

s The first integral above is with respect to the distribution of Z =-,and 
a 

* as before 8_ = (e[k]-e[k-l])/a. The final result is simply an averaging of 

the probability of correct selection for a conditional least favorable config

uration where the averaging process is with respect to the distribution of S/a. 
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2.6 Generalizations to other cases 

1. The case of p-variate populations 

The results of this chapter are easily extended to the case of 

equicorrelated p-variate populations. Suppose the vector of p random variables 

are equicorrelated with correlation p, and let fp(u1 ,u2 , ••• ,up) and 

Fp(u
1

,u2 , .•• ,up) represent the standard multivariate normal density and 

distribution functions respectively. Then employing a p-variate analogue of 

decision rule R
1

, through an identical process by which theorem 2.2.1 was 

proven, it follows that probability of correct selection for a conditional 

least favorable configuration is given by 

* 
00 

* * * k-1 (2.6.1) P(CS;8 ,d') = /-[F (u+d 1+8 ,u+d 1+8 , ••• ,u+d 1+8 )] f(u)du 
-00 p 

and the conditional least favorable configuration is a p-variate analogue of 

the bivariate case. Formulas for probability of selecting any inferior popu

lation and for expected subset size have straightforward extensions of the 

bivariate case. 

2. Unequal values of p for different populations 

The proof of theorem 2.2.1 did not require the correlations p., 
l. 

(i = 1,2, •.• ,k) to be equal. If we consider the case of unequal correlations, 

let p[k] = max(p1 ,p2 , •.. ,pk). Then the probability of correct selection 

for a conditional least favorable configuration is clearly given by 

(2.6.2) * p ( CS ;8 ,d I) 
00 

* * = f-~ F (u+d 1+8 ,u+d 1 +8 )f(u)du, 
- 00 j:J[k] pj -

where nature chooses the best population ~[k] as the one with correlation 

p[k]. The conditional least favorable configuration is the same as for equal 

p., but now the expression (2.6.2) for probability of correct selection is 
J 

more complicated, probability of selecting an inferior population is also 
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the solution is unique. 

Continuing with the case of k = 2 populations, for the unconditional 

* least favorable configuration (8 = 0), expected subset size is simply 

E {S ;0 ,d I} = 1 F p;-1 (-d I/ 12, -d I/ {2) + F p+l ( d I/ {2, d I/ {2) 

2 2 
= 2F ( d ' / i/2) , 

which surprisingly is independent of p, and can be evaluated from tables 

of the normal distribution. 

Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 illustrate the behavior of P(CS;8*,d'), 

P(1r[l];8~,d 1
), and E{S;8~,d'} for p = 0.0 and various combinations of k 

and d'. The curves labelled 1 and 2 are ford'= 1.0, and k = 2 and 4 

respectively. The curves labelled 3 and 4 are ford'= 2.0, and k = 2 and 4 

respectively. 

These graphs tend to confirm the remarks made previously concerning 

* the effects of 8 on the various probabilities associated with decision rule 

. * 
R

1
• Particularly interesting is the very slight positive slope of E(S;8 ,d'} 

at a*= 0, for all four curves. Clearly the maximum expected subset size 

is only slightly larger than that for the unconditional least favorable 

configuration. 
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is just another illustration that ford'= 0, only one population will be 

* selected regardless of 8 . 

Now proceeding as in the manner of (2.4.4) for the special case 

* k = 2; an implicit expression can be derived for the value of 8 that max-

imizes expected subset size. 

(2.5.7) E(S;8*,d') = P(w[l];8*,d 1 )+P(CS;8*,d 1
) 

* ' * ' * ' * ' = [l-F (8. -d ,8_ -d )]+F (8 +d ,8 +d) 
p+l {2 ·'2 p+l {2 {2 
2 V ~ 2 

* Equating to zero the partial derivative with respect to 8 : 

* o E{S;8 ,d') = -f2f(8*-d,)F( ~ 8~-d')+{2f(8*+d')F( ~8*+d') = O 
{2" \J}tp {2 V2 \j}+p y2 dB* 

or 

(2.5.8) 

* ' f(8 +d) 
[2 

* ' f(8 -d) 
[2 

= e 
* -8 d' 

which is the desired result. 

* That this solution is unique is clear since for 8 = O, the left 

side= 1 and the right side< 1, the left side is monotonic decreasing 

* in 8, and we need only show that the right side is monotonic increasing. 
1 

To simplify notation let [(1-p)/2(3+p)]2 =a~ O. Then taking the partial 

* derivative on the right hand side of (2.5.8) with respect to 8: 

* * * * o F(a(8 -d')) af(a(8 -d')) F(a(8 -d')) af(a(8 +d')) 
~ * = '* * * 08 F(a(8 ~d')) F(a(8 +d')) F(a(8 +d')) F(a(8 +d')) 

* * > a[f(a(8 -d')) - f(a(8 +d'))J > O, if d' > O. 

* F(a(8 +d')) 

* Thus the right hand side of (2.508} is an increasing function of 8 and 
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Theorem 2 .5 .1 

* * * E{S;8 ,d') as a function of 8 is maximized for some O < 8 < 00. 

Proof 

We can express expected subset size as 

(2.5.1) E{S;8*,d') = (k-l)P(7r[1];8~,d') + P(Cs;a*,d') 

00 * 1. k 2 
= 2(k-1) J F(u+d'-8 )F(u[(l-p~/(l+p)] 2 )[Fp(u+d' ,u+d')] - f(u)du 

-00 

00 * * k-1 + f [F(u+d'+8 ,u+d'+8 }] f(u)du . 
-00 

* Taking the partial derivative with respect to 8, employing Lemma 2.2.3, 

observing that Lemma 2.2.4 is satisfied and simplifying somewhat: 

(2.5.2) o E{S;8*,d') 
d8* 

. 00 * 1. * 
= 2(k-1) J [F (u+d'+8*,u+d'+8*)]k-2 [f(u+d'+8 )F([(l-p)/(l+p)] 2 (u+d'+8 ))f(u) 

-00 p 

* 1. * -f( u+8 )F( [ ( 1-p) / ( l+p) ]2 ( u+8 ) )f ( u+d') ]du. 

From this it follows immediately that 

(2.5.3) 

(2.5.4) 

Since 

(2.5.5) 

and 

(2.5.6) 

* * o E{S;8 ,d') > O, if 8 = O, for all d' > O. 
do* 

* * o E{S;8 ,d') = 0, if d' = O, for all 8 ~ 0. 
do* 

E(S;O,d') > E{S;O,O) 
k 

= _r.
1
P { z j = max ( z 1 , z2 ,. .. , zk) ) 

J= 
= 1, 

* lim E{S;o ,d') 
8*-+00 

. * * = lim [(k-l)P(1r[l];8 ,d')+P(CS;8 ,d')] = 1, 
8*-+ 00 

it follows from (2.5.3), (2.5.5), and (2.5.6) that expected subset size is 

* a maximum. £or some O < o < 00, completing the proof. Expression (2.5.4) 
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and actually better by any reasonable concept of goodness. Furthermore, 

* for small 8 the error due to incorrect selection may not be serious, and 

the important conclusion is that decision rule R
1 

behaves as it should 

* for large 8 • 

Appendix B contains tabulated values of P(1r(l];O,d') for p = 0.0 and 

0.5, k = 2(1)10, and d' = 0(.1)6.o, corresponding to the unconditional 

least favorable configuration. The tables are labelled P(l,RO,D' ,K), 

where 1 refers to any inferior population, RO top, D' to d' and K to the 

number of populations k. 

* Similarly appendix C contains a partial table of P(7r[l];8 ,d') for 

p = 0.0 and 0.5, k = 2(1)6, d' = 1.0 and 2.0, and 8* = 0(.2)6.0. The 

* tables are labelled P(l,RO,D' ,K,8) with obvious interpretation. 

Both sets of tables were obtained from a slight modification of the 

numerical approximation technique used to obtain the tables in appendix A. 

Although a tabulation more complete than the partial listings in Appendices 

Band C could easily be obtained, this was considered sufficient to illus

trate the behavior of decision rule R1 . 

2.5 Expected size of the selected subset 

In this section we will continue to study the behavior of decision 

rule R
1 

within the confines of a conditional or unconditional least favorable 

configuration of population means. Since decision rule R
1 

tends to select 

* the best population while rejecting the others as 8 increases, it would 

be tempting to speculate that expected subset size is a decreasing function 

* * of 8 This is certainly true for large 8 , but as we shall see, it is not 

* * true when 8 is very small. Let E{S;8 ,d'} represent expected subset size 

* for a conditional least favorable configuration specified by 8 and decision 

parameter d'. 
-30-
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* are more amenable to direct evaluation. For 8 = O, we have from (2.4.2): 

(2.4.4) 

00 l 

= /[2F(u+d')F(u[(l-p)/(l+p)]2 )-F (u+d' ,u+d')]f(u)du 
-oo p 

= 
00 d 

f -F(u+d' )-d F (u,u)du-F 1(d '/ {2, d 1 
/ {2) 

u p p+ 
-co 2 

00 

= 1 - J F (u-d' ,u-d' )f(u)du - Fp+l (d' / {2, d' / {2) 
-00 p 

2 

= 2[F( d' / {2) - F p+l ( d' / {2, d' / {2)] 

2 

by applying Lemma 2.2.3, integrating by parts, and utilizing the identity 

[ 1 - F l ( -d' / /2, -d' / V2) ] = 
p+ 

2 

[ 2F ( d' / {2) - F p-t- l ( d ' / {2, d' / {2) ] 
2 

The final result in (2.4.4) can be evaluated from tables of the bivariate 

normal distribution. 

The results of theorem 2.4.1 are not entirely unpleasant since 

( * ') . * P 7r[l];6 ,d is clearly a decreasing function of 6 and 

* lim P(7r[l];6 ,d') = 0. This combined with theorem 2.2.1 implies that 
6 ~00 

* as 6 becomes large, decision rule R
1 

will tend to select the best popula-

tion and none of the others. This conclusion is actually only demonstrated 

here for conditional least favorable configurations but is obviously true 

for any configuration of population means (~,v) for which 

1. * 
(e[k]- e[k-1])/(crll/n)2 ~ 6. 

It should be clear that for the unconditional least favorable con-

figuration, the "inferior" populations are at least as good as the "best", 
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difference between the probability of correct selection and the probability 

of selecting any inferior population for an unconditional least favorable 

configuration as 

(2.4.2~ &(1T[l]~~[k]) = P(1T[l];0,d')-P(CS;0,d') 
., .. -~ 

= 
00 l 

f.[2F(u+d')F(u[(l-p)/(l+p)]2 )-F (u+d',u+d')] • 
-00 p 

[F (u+d',u+d')]k-2 f(u)du 
.P 

00 . ·.· .· , .. . . . l 

J F(u+d')[2F(u[(l-p)/(l+p)]2 )-l][F (u+d' ,u+d')]k-2 f(u)du 
-00 p 

since F (u+d' ,u+d') ~ F(u+d'). Breaking the integral into the ranges p . 

(-00 ,0) and (O,00), adding and simplifying we obtain 

(2.4.3) 
00 l 

J · [2F ( u[ ( 1-p}/ ( l+p) ]2 )-1] 
0 

[F(u+d')G(u+d')-F(-u+d')G(-u+d')]f(u)du, 

where G(u+d') = [F(u+d' ,u+d')]k-2 . Now for finite d', unless p = 1, 

each factor in (2.4.3) is nonnegative and strictly positive for positive 

u and hence &(1T[l]'1T[k]) > 0. If p = 1 or d' = 00, we see from (2.4.2) 

that .6.P ( 1T [ 1 ] , 1T [ k ] ) = 0, and this proves the last part of the theorem. 

If p = d' = 0, .6.P(1T[l]'1T[k]) = l/(2k-1) confirming that for this 

case only one population will be selected, the probability of selecting 

1T[k] should turn rut to be l/(2k-1)_, arid the probability of selecting any 

other population should be 2/(2k-l). 

The case k = 2 populations is of special interest because any conditional 

least favorable configuration is both a minimizing solution for probability 

of correct selection and a maximizing solution for probability of selecting 

the single inferior popula.tion, and furthermore the associated probabilities 
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be selected with greater probability than any inferior one.· Unfortunately 

neither expectation is fulfilled in the present type 1 ordering of bivariate 

normal populations and selection with decision rule R
1

. 

In comparing the selection probabilities we will limit consideration 

to conditional and unconditional least favorable configurations of popula

tion means (µ,v). Then all "inferior" populations will have identical 

·* probability distributions, and we will define P(1r [ ii8 _,d') as the proba-

bility of selecting any one of them. 

Theorem 2 .4 .1 

P(1r[l];8*,d 1
) = 

00 * k-2 .!. 
2/-F(u+d'-~_)[Fp(u+d' ,u+d')] F(u[(l-p)/(l+p}] 2 )f(u)du, 

-00 

and P(1r[l];O,d') ~ P(CS;O,d') with strict inequality unless p = 1 or d' = 00. 

Proof 

Let T(l) = max(U(l)'V(l)). Then the density of T(l) is 

1 
g(t) = 2f(t)F(t[(l-p)/(l+p)]2 ) by Lemma 2.2.3, and it 

follows that 

(2.4.1) 

00 * k 2 1 
= 2/-F(u+d'-6 )[F (u+d' ,u+d')] - F(u[(l-p)/(l+p)]2 )f(u)du, 

-00 p 1 

initially holding T(l) fixed, observing the assumption of independence 

between populations, and finally integrating with respect to the probability 

distribution of T(l)' proving the first part of the theorem. 

To prove the las.t part., from formulas 2 .2 .5 and 2 .4 .1 we can express the 
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·' · F'or:· p = 0, p = 1, and applicable values of k, comparison was made to 

Tei.chrow's six place tables [17] with perfect agreement. Comparison was 

also made to the six place National Bureau of Standards Tables of the 

* ·Bivariate Normal Distribution [14] fork= 2, (d'+6) = O, and the tab-

ulated nonnegative increments of p. In this case 

00 

P(CS; o,o) = f. F (u,u)f(u)du = P{X ~ U,Y ~ U} 
-00 p 

= P{X-U ~ 0, Y~U ~ O) 

'/2 V2 
F p+l (0,0) , 

2 
where· x·,y, and U are standard normal variates, cov(X,Y) = p, 

cov(X,U) = cov(Y,U) = 0, and again it is found that the tabulated results 

agree perfectly. 

Accuracy of the numerical approximation appears to improve with de-

* creasing p2 or with increasing (d'+6 ~· This suggests that, based on the 

accuracy checks that have been made, we can be reasonably confident of 

six-place accuracy for all of the calculated values. 

It may be of interest that the first attempt at numerical approximation 

employed a mathematically more appealing sixteen-point Gauss-Hermite quad

rature formula (Kopal (12]), but had to be abandoned because accuracy 

fell rapidly, to about three digits for p = .9. Since the integrand in 

this case is not too ill-behaved, it must be concluded that, for Gauss

Hermite quadrature to be generally useful, formulas will have to be developed 

and tabulated with a significantly larger number of points. 

2.4 Comparison of selection probabilities for the best and inferior populations 

It would be natural to expect that the lower bound for probability of 

correc.t selection among k populations should in all cases be at least 1/k. 

Furthermore we should also expect that in .all cases the best population would 
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(2.3.2) P(CS;8*,d 1
) 

00 00 * * . }k-1 
= J{ JF(u+d '+8 + M t)F(u+d '+8 - FP t)f( t)dt f(u)du. 

Jl+p /l+p 
-00 -co 

Case 3: p = 1 

Expression (2.2.5) becomes simply 

(2.3.3) 
. * 00 * k 1 P(CS;8 ,d') = f-[F(u+d'+8 )] - f(u)du 

-co 

Case 4: p = -1 

In this case 

* * F (u+d'+8 ,u+d+8) 
p 

* * _ fF(u+d'+6) -1; for u+d'+6 ~ O 

- 1 * 0 ; for u+d'+8 < 0 

an:lexpression (2.2.5) becomes 

(2.3.4) * P(CS;8 ,d') = 
00 * k 1 f. * [2F(u+d'+8 )-1) - f(u)du 

-(d'+8) . 

Formulas (2.3.l) and 2.3.3), corresponding to nonnegative values of 

p have been evaluated by means of a composite Gauss-Legendre quadrature 

formula with 64 points on each axis. Results are tabulated in Appendix 

* A to six decimal places for p = 0(.1) 1.0, k = 2(1) 11, and (d'+8) = 0(.1)6.0. 

The tables are labelled P(RO, D', K) where RO refers top, D' refers to 

* (d'+8 ), and K refers to the number of populations k. 

A number of different accuracy checks have been made for the calculated 

results, and they all confirm at least six-place accuracy. If p = 0 and 

* (d'+8) = 0 we have 

P(CS; 0,0) = /~[F(u)]2(k-l) f(u)du = 1/(2k-1), 
-00 

and the calculated results were all accurate to at least seven places, al

though only six places are tabulated • 
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Case 1: 0 ~ p < 1 

Consider the independent standard normal random variables T
1

,T
2

,T
3

. 

Then the pair ( Jl-p T1 - Jp T
3

, ff:p T
2 

- [p T
3

) have a standard bivariate 

normal distribution with correlation p, and 

* * F (u+d'+8 ,u+d'+8) 
p . 

= P ( Jl-p Tl - /p T
3 

~ u+d '+8 *, ~ T2- {p T
3 

~ u+d '+8 *) 

* u+d '+8 + fpT
3 = P(T. ~ _____ ..._. j = 1,2} 

J ~ 

= 
00 ' * J. [F(u+d +8. + /pt) ]2 f( t)dt 

-00 rr.::r;-

where f(x) and F(x) are the standard normal density and cumulative distri

bution respectively. Substituting the last expression above for 

F (u+d 1+8*,u+d 1+8*) in (2.2.5), we obtain 
p . 

00 00 I * . k-1 
(2 .3 .1)- P(CS ;8 * ,d 1 ) = J { J [F(u+d +8 + fr t) ]2 f ( t)dt} f(u)du. 

I½' -00 -00 

Case 2: -1 < p ~ 0 

Define T
1

,T
2

, and T
3 

as before and then the pair 

( Jl+p T1 - FP T
3

, /l+p T
2 

+ FP T
3

) have a standard bivariate normal 

distribution with correlation p and 

* * * * F p(u+d '+8 ,u+d '+8 ) = P( Jl+p T1 - FP" T
3 

~ u+d '+8 , /l+p T2+ {:p T
3 
~ u+d '+8 } 

* * u+d '+8 + /-p T
3 

u+d '+8 - FP T
3 = P(T

1 
~ ---------,T- ~ -------) 

v1+p 2 /1+p 

= 
00 ,*~ ,*r-;:--

/ F(u+d +8 + v-P t)F(u+d +8 - v-P t)f(t)dt. 
-00 v1+p- ~ 

Substituting this in expression (2.2.5) we obtain 
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(2.2.5) P{U(k)+d'+6~ ~ max(Uj,vj); all j J (k)} 

= P{Uj ~ u(k)+d'+a~,vj ~ u(k)+d'+a*; all j J (k)} 

00 * * k-1 = J-[F (u+d'+8 ,u+d'+8 )] f(u)du 
-00 p 

which is the desired result and the theorem is proven. We will label the 

* final result P(CS;8 ,d'), expressing probability of correct selection for 

* a conditional least favorable distribution, where 8 is an assumed state of 

nature and d' is a decision parameter for rule R
1 

selected by the experimenter. 

The unconditional least favorable configuration is defined as the special 

* case of a conditional least favorable configuration for which 8 = O. For 

any d (or d'), this provides a lower bound for the probability of correct 

selection, which clearly is an increasing function of d. Therefore by suit

able choice of d we can guarantee probability of correct selection arbitrarily 

close to 1. 

* It will be observed that 8 behaves as if it were added to d'. Thus 

probability of correct selection is an increasing function of both d' and 

* 8 , and converges to one as either becomes infinite. 

2.3 Numerical results for probability of correct selection 

Expression (2.2.5), which provides a lower bound for probability of 

correct selection under the condition that the best and second best popula

tions have normalized distance at least a* between them, cannot in general 

be evaluated without recourse to numerical approximation methods. In order 

to facilitate this, equivalent expressions will now be derived, for different 

ranges of p, that lend themselves more conveniently to this purpose . 
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(j=l,2, ••• ,k), and expression (2.2.3) becomes 

* P(Cs;(µ,v),dl8) = P{max(U(k)'V(k)-62 (k))+d' ~ max(Uj-8lj'Vj-82 j.);all jJ(k)} 

where (U.,V.) have a standard bivariate normal distribution with correlation . J J 

p, and (u
1
,v.) and (U.,V.) are independent for i ¢ j. Furthermore, by 

l. J J 

* assumption 82 (k) ~ 0, a2 j ~ 8lj ~ 8 ~ O, for all j ¢ (k). Then 

* P ( cs ; ( µ , V) , d I 8 ) 

~ P {max(U (k), V (k)-82 (k) )+d' ~ max(U j-81j, V j-o1 j ); all j :/; (k)) 

~ P{max(U(k)'v(k)-o2(k))+d'+8* ~ max(Uj,vj); all j J (k)} 

~ P{U(k)+d'+a* ~ max(Uj,vj); all j J (k)} 

* = inf P(CS;(µ,v),dl8) , 
(µ,v} . 

by successively setting 62 j = 6lj' 6lj 5* for all j ¢ (k), and·62(k)= ~-

In the final stage we used the fact that 

lim P{max(U(k)'v(k)-82 (k)) = U(k)) 
82(k)-+ ~ . 

= lim. 
82(k)-+00 

00 u (k/82(k) J J £ p ( u ( k) , v ( k) ) du ( k) dv (k) 
-00 -00 

00 00 

= J J fp(u,v)dudv = 

-00 - 00 

The_ resulting configuration of population means is the first of the 

conditional least favorable configurations specified by the theorem. The 

alternative configuration follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.1. By employ

ing the fact of independence between populations, first integrating with 

respect to the distribution of (U.,V.), j J (k), and then with respect to 
J J 

the distribution of :u(k}' expression (2.2.4) becomes 
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From Lemma 2.2.3 and the current assumptions, it follows innnediately 

that the continuity condition for the partial derivative of the integrand 

is verified. Furthermore jo [F (u+a+bx)]m H(u)f(u)I ~ 2mMjbl, and applying 
dX p 

the Weierstrass M-condition it follows that the uniform convergence condition 

is satisfied and the proof of differentiability is complete. 

We may now redirect attention to the primary objective of this section, 

namely derivation of least favorable configurations for the population 

means (µ,v). 

Theorem 2.2.1 

* Let P(CS;(µ,v},dl6) denote the probability of correct selection under 
1 

the condition that (0[k]-0[k-ly'(a11/n)2 ~ 6~. Then 

* 00 * * k-1 (2.2.2) inf P(CS;(µ,v),dl6) = J. [F (u+d'+6 ,u+d'+6 )] f(u)du 
( µ, V) . -oo p . 

1 

where d' = d/(a11/n)2 • Equivalent conditional least favorable configurations 

implied by (2.2.2) are 

J.. * 
1. µ[k] - (a11/n)

2
6 = µ[j] = v[j]' (j=l,2, ••• ,k-1), v[k] = -oo, -~ < µ[k] < ~-

J.. * 
2. v[k] - (a11/n)

2
6 = µ[j] = v[j]' (j=l,2, ••• ,k-1), µ[k] = -oo, -oo < v[k] < oo. 

. . 

Proof 

* P(cs;(µ,v),dj6) = P(z[k] - d ~ z(k)} 

= P(Zj - d ~ z(k); all j J (k)} 

= P(max(X(k)'Y(k)) ~ max(Xj,Yj) - d; all j J (k)}. 

From Lennna 2.2.1 we can assume thatµ.~ v. and make the normalizing 
J J 

transformations 
1 

U. = (X. - µ.)/(a 11 /n)2 , V. = 
J J J J 
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Lemma 2.2.3 

(2.2.1) 

Proof 

1 

a F (a+bx, a+bx) = 2bf(a+bx) F([(l-p)/(l+p)]2 (a+bx)) 
~ p 

The first issue to resolve is the differentiability of F (a+bx,a+bx). 
p 

s t 
We can express this as F (s,t) 

p = J I f (u,v)dudv, where f (u,v) is the 
p p 

continuous standard bivariate normal density and s = t = a+bx. Thus 

a F (s,t) and a F (s,t) exist, and a F (a+bx,a+bx) = a F (s,t) ds 
dSP dtp dXP dSP dx 

t s a+bx 
+ a F (s,t)dt = b J f -(s,v)dv + b J f (u,t)du = 2b f f (a+bx,v)dv , 

dt p dx -co p -co p -co p 

since f (u,v) is symmetric in its arguments. Then making the transformation 
p 1 

w = [v-p(a+bx)]/(1-p2 ) 2 and integrating, the final result is obtained. 

Lemma 2o2.4 
00 

Let G(x) = J-[F (u+a+bx)]m H(u)f(u)du, where mis a positive integer, 
0 p 

H(u) is continuous and bounded, 0 ~ H(u) ~ M, a and bare any finite real 

numbers, and f(u) is the standard normal density. Then G'(x) exists and 

G' (x) 

Proof 

00 

= fa [F (u+a+bx) ]m H(u)f(u)du. 
dX p 

0 

Sufficient conditions for differentiability under the integral (Wid

der (19] Chapter X Theorem 14) are continuity of a[F (u+a+bx)]m H(u)f(u) 
dX p . 

for all (0 ~ u < co) and any closed interval A~ x ~ B, and uniform convergence 

00 

of fa [F (u+a+bx)]m H(u)f(u)du in A~ x ~ B. 
dX p 

0 
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respectively. It will suffice to show that F.(z.) 
J J 

(1) 
= F . ( z • ) • Now if 

J J 

both Z. and Z~l) have identical distributions. If 
J J 

1 1 

= F ((z.- v.)/(a
11

/n)2 ,(z.- µ.)/(o
11

/n)2 ) 
p J J J J 

= ivj ~ (zj- vj)/(a11/n)½,uj ~ (zj- µj)/(a11/n)½} 

= nix:~ 1) ~ z . , y~ 1) ~ z .L = F ~ 1) ( z . ) , L J J J jf J J 

by utilizing the symmetry property of the standard cumulative bivariate 

· normal distribution F (u,v) with correlation p, and the lemma is proven. 
p 

A similar result will be useful for the parameters t. = min(µ.,V.~ 
J J J 

and the statistics W. = min(X.,Y.), (j = 1,2, ..• ,k), for type 2 ordering 
J J J 

of populations. We will merely state the lemma and omit the proof which 

is essentially the same as above. 

Lemma 2.2.2 

Let (X,Y) and (X(l) ,Y(l)) have independently distributed multivariate 

normal distributions with means (µ,v) and (µ(l) ,v(l)) = C(µ,v)' respectively 

and each have covariance matrix E
1

• Then for independent random samples 

of size n, the probability distribution of W = (w1 ,w
2

, .•• ,Wk) is the same 

(1-) (1) (1) (1) 
as that ofW = (w1 ,w2 , ••. ,wk ) . 
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· distributed random variable (X,Y) with mean (µ,v) and covariance matrix 

Ell. 0 

E
1 

= • El2 , as defined above, consider the random variable 

0 , . , Elk 

(X(l) ,Y(l)) with mean (µ(l) ,v(l))' = C(µ,v)', where C is a square 2-k 

dimensional matrix with 2-dimensional submatrices on the diagonal and 

zeros elsewhere: 

0 

and Cj = [: :] or [: l Cl~rly 

0. = max(µ.,v.) is unaffected by such transformations, and as we shall 
J J J 

see, so is the probability distribution of Z. = max(X.,Y.), (j=l,2, ••• ,k). 
J J J 

Lemma 2.2.1 

Let (X,Y) and (X(l) ,Y(l)) have independently distributed multivariate 

normal distributions with means (µ,v) and (µ(l) ,v(l)) = C(µ,v)' respec

tively and each have covariance matrix E
1

• Then for independent random 

samples of size n, the probability distribution of Z = (z
1

,z
2 

••• ,Zk) is 

the same as that of z(l) = (z~l) ,z?) , .••.• ,zt1).) • 

Proof 

By assumption the random variables are independent between populations 

and thus 
k k 

F ( z ) = IT F . ( z . ) and F ( 1 \ z) = IT F ~ 1) ( z . ) 
J J J J 

j=l j=l 

where F(z) and F(l)(z) are the cumulative distributions of Zand z(l) 
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for i, j. These same assumptions will be applied throughout the paper 

and will generally not be repeated. 

Let X denote the 2k - dimensional Euclidean sample space of the random 

variable (X,Y) = (x1 ,Y1 ,x2 ,Y2 , ••• ,Xk,Yk) whose means (µ,v) lie in a 

corresponding 2k - dimensional parameter space n. An unconditional least 

favorable configuration of population means (µ,v) will be defined as one 

satisfying 

inf P(CS;k,n,(µ,v),R 1) 
(µ,v) 

for some fixed d, and a conditional least favorable configuration will be 

defined as one satisfying 

* inf P ( CS ; k, n, ( µ, V) ,R1 I 8 ) 
(µ,v) 

for some fixed d, which limits (µ,v) to that partition of the parameter 

.!. * * space n satisfying (e[k] - e[k-l])/(a11/n) 2 ~ 8, where 8 expresses the 

"normalized" distance between the best and second best populations. 

In this section we will first derive some general results that will 

have repeated application, and then consider the problem of deriving con

ditional and unconditional least favorable configurations. It will follow 

that the least favorable configurations are independent of d ~ O and that 

a lower bound for probability of correct selection can be obtained for 

each d. For simplicity of notation we will abbreviate 

P(CS;k,n,(µ,v),Rl) to P(Cs;(µ,v),d) • 

It is fairly evident that both type 1 ordering and decision rule 

R1 are unaffected by any or all permutations of the means (µ.,v.), and 
J J 

the ensuing discussion will be simplified if we can assume without loss of 

generality thatµ.~ v., (j = 1,2, ••• ,k). For a multivariate normally 
J J 
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Finally we will define Z(j) as the statistic observed from population 1r[j]. 

As stated in chapter I the objective of this problem is to select a 

subset of the k populations which contains the best population 7r[k]' and 

we will accordingly characterize this as a correct selection (cs). Since 

there are as many different kinds of correct selections as there are dif

ferent subsets containing 1r[k]' and since a correct selection can be assured 

by selecting all k populations, one correct selection will be considered 

better than another if its selected subset size is smaller. 

Among all the possible decision rules that could be proposed for this 

problem, we will essentially restrict consideration to decision rule R1 

with parameter d ~ O under control of the experimenter, which stipulates 

that all populations 11". will be retained in the selected subset for which 
J 

zj ~ z[k] - d , (j = 1,2, ••• ,k) • 

For some later developments we will want to consider the case in which 

all k populations are selected, and will therefore defined=~ as this 

decision. 

The probability of a correct selection will be denoted by 

P(CS;k,n,(µ,v),R
1

) , fork populations, random samples of size n from each 

population, unknown means (µ,v) = (µ 1 ,v1 ,µ2 ,v
2

, ••• ,µk,vk) , and decision 

rule R
1

• It is understood that the random variable (X.,Y.) from popu
J J 

lation 11". is bivariate normal with mean (µ.,v.) and covariance matrix 
J J J 

= [0'11 
El. 

J pall 

palj 
, and that (X. , Y.) is independent of (X., Y.) for 

i i J J 0'11 
i' j. Consequently (Xj,Yj) is also bivariate normal with mean (µj,vjr 

' 
and covariance matrix (1/n)I: 1 _, and (Xi,Yi) and (Xj,Yj) are independent 

J 
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favorable configurations simply associates the largest correlation with the 

best population. Probability of correct selection for a conditional least 

favorable configuration is then a function of the (k-1) smaller correla

tions but its tabulation would be infeasible. If correlation is unknown, 

a conservative practice would be to choose a minimum feasible value for 

each population. In many applications this might be zero, since multiple 

characteristics are seldom negatively related. 

If the variance is unknown, it can be estimated from the sample, and 

a new decision rule R1 can be defined similarly to R
1

, but whose operating 

characteristics involve the distribution of the sample variance. The con

ditional least favorable configuration for decision rule R1 is the same as 

for R1 , but probability of correct selection given a conditional least favor

able configuration requires an additional averaging process, with respect 

to the distribution of the sample variance. 

2.2 Probability of correct selection for the least favorable configurations 

In type 1 ordering the populations are ranked in terms of the larger 

of the two means of each bivariate normal population. Formally let 

e. = max(µ.,v.), (j = 1,2, ••. ,k). 
J J J 

Then 7f. is preferred to 7f. if e. ~ 8. , and the populations, ordered from 
l. J l. J 

least to most preferred, are labelled in terms of the parameters 

Similarly for random samples of size n from each population let 

Z . = max (X. , Y. ) , ( j = 1, 2, ••• , k) , 
J J J 

and order them 
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In section 2.4 it is shown that in the limiting case of an unconditional 

* least favorable configuration (i.e. 8 = O~, each inferior population has 

a better chance of being selected than the best population. This is not an 

unexpected result since the inferior populations are then at least as good 

* as the best population. On the other hand as 8 gets large, so does proba-

bility of correct selection, converging to one, and probability of selecting 

any inferior population gets small, converging to zero. Tables of probabil

ity of selecting any inferior population are contained in Appendices Band 

C. These are not as complete as the tables in Appendix A, and are included 

primarily for illustrative purposes. 

Since the implicit objective of the problem discussed here is to screen 

out inferior populations, the effectiveness of this screening process is 

measured in part by the size of the selected subset. Confining the space of 

unknown means to conditional or unconditional least favorable configurations, 

it is shown in section 2.5 that the maximum expected subset size, as a 

* * function of 8, occurs for some O < 8 < 00. Actually it appears that ex-

* pected subset size is near the maximum at 8 = O. Graphical illustrations 

* show the effect of 8 on probability of correct selection, probability of 

selecting any inferior population, and expected subset size. 

Finally in section 2.6 we discuss certain immediate extensions of the 

type 1 ordering problem to a number of more general cases. Type 1 order

ing of p-variate populations is simply a multivariate analogue of the bi

variate case, and the properties of its associated decision rule are essen

tially simple extensions of the analogous properties of decision rule R
1 

for bivariate populations. 

If the correlation between the pairs of random variables is known 

but unequal for different populations, the derivation of conditional least 

-14-
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Chapter II 

Operating Characteristics of Decision Rule R1 

2.1 Summary 

In this chapter we consider the problem of selecting a subset contain

ing the best of k bivariate normal populations, where the populations are 

ranked in terms of the larger of their component means. Decision rule R1 , 

proposed for this problem, similarly ranks the populations in terms of the 

larger of their component sample means. It selects the population with the 

largest sample mean and all other populations whose larger sample mean is 

within a predetermined distance of the largest. 

Section 2.2 centers on the problem of determining the probability of 

a correct selection, namely that the best population will be contained in 

the selected subset. Under the condition that the best and second best 

* populations have at least some predetermined normalized distance 6 ~ 0 

between them, a conditional least favorable configuration of population 

means is derived in the sense of minimizing the probability of correct 

selection. It turns out that the conditional least favorable configuration 

occurs when the difference between the larger mean of the best population 

* and each mean of the inferior populations equals 6 , and the smaller mean 

of the best population tends to minus infinity. 

Formulas for probability of correct selection for a conditional least 

favorable configuration, which lend themselves to numerical approximation 

techniques, are proposed in section 2.3. Appendix A contains a t~ble of 

calculated probabilities for a set of positive values of the correlation p 

between the pair of random variables of each population, differing numbers 

of populations, and a range of values for the decision parameter d. 
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where (µi,vi) are the two mean effects due to formulation i and processes 

1 and 2 respectively, b. is the effect of the jth batch, and (e .. 1 ,e .. 2 ) 
J 1.J 1.J 

are testing errors. We assume bj is distributed N(O,a~), eijl and e1j 2 

are each distributed N(O,a2 ), and b., e .. 
1 

and e .. 
2 

are all mutually 
e J l.J 1.J 

independent, (i = 1,2, ••• ,k; j = 1,2, ••• ,n). 

From the above assumptions it follows that E ((xi ,Yi)} = (µ.,v.), .: 
1. 1. 

cov(Xi,Yi) = ~/n, var(Xil = var(Yi) =(at+ a!)/n, and Px.,Y. = a~/(~+a!), 
1 l. 

(i = 1,2, ••• ,k; j + 1,2, ••. ,n). Thus the problem and model fit into the 

mold of Type 1 ordering and decision rule R
1 

can be used as a first step 

in the screening of inferior formulations. 

In the case of Type 2 ordering each population is graded on the basis 

of two characteristics, and the objective is to obtain a population for 

which neither characteristic is inferior. Suppose again that the k pop

ulations consist of k products, one of which will eventually be placed 

on the market, and each product is judged in terms of both taste and color 

along the same rating scales. If either taste or color scores low, the 

product is inferior, and the best product is the one whose lowest score 

is higher than the lowest score of any other product. An experimental 

design of the above type could be applied where we substitute taste and 

color for processes 1 and 2, subject for batch, and apply decision rule R
2

• 
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As an example, suppose the k populations consist of k different for

mulations of a particular product, one of which will eventually be placed 

into regular production. Each product can be manufactured by either of 

two alternative production processes, but the quality of manufactured 

product depends upon the particular process used. Neither production 

process can be expected to give consistently better manufactured product 

for all formulations. Furthermore, the experimenter will judge each 

formulation and process strictly on the basis of resulting product quality 

and will seek to determine the optimal combination. 

Fornn1latiot1 1 2 . • . k 

Process 1 2 1 2 . . . 1 2 

Batch 1 XU yll x21 y21 . . . xkl ykl 

Batch 2 x12 yl2 x22 y22 . . . xk2 yk2 

0 . . . . . . . . . 
. . 0 0 0 0 0 . . 0 

. . . . . . 0 . . . 
Batch n xln yln x2n y2n . . . xkn ykn 

x1 yl x2 y2 . . - . .xk yk 

In the above design all batches are independent of one another, both~ 

between and within formulations and their effects are considered random. 

Each batch of raw material of any particular formation is split into two 

parts for manufacture by processes 1 and 2. The random variables (X .. ,Y .. ) 
1.J 1.J 

represent quality measurements of finished products manufactured according 

to processes 1 and 2 respectively, from formulation i and batch j. Following 

the notation of Scheffe [15], let Xij = µi + bj + eijl and Yij = v1.. + b. + e .• 2 , 
J l.J 
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In summary, decision rules R
1 

and R
2 

are functions of a sufficient 

statistic, are invariant, and according to the above criteria, are consistent 

and unbiasedo They do not provide minimax solutions for the simpler loss 

function, but if loss is defined "more realistically," as indicated by the 

second type of loss function, the minimax solutions may be contained with-

in decision rules R
1 

and R
2

. 

1.5 Practieal significance of Type 1 and Type 2 ordering of populations 

Although the objective of both problems is to select a population or 

populations with large component means, for Type 1 ordering either mean 

may be large, but for Type 2 ordering both means must be large. This situa

tion is illustrated in figures la and lb below, where in each case the best 

population 1T[k] is shown. 

V 

• 

Figure l.a 

Type 1 ordering 

• 
• ,~ /-rrw 

• 
I 

• • I 
I 
I 

V 

µ 

Figure Lb 

Type 2 ordering 

• 

µ 

Type 1 ordering can be described as a situation in which alternative 

uses are available for each populationa In evaluating a population we con~ 

sider only the most profitable of the two alternatives, and ultimately wish 

to select the population whose most profitable alternative is better than 

that of any other population. 
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For example, an invariant decision rule based on linear combinations of 

the type i. = a X. + (1-a)Y., 0 ~a~ 1, requires a to equal 1/2. 
i i i 

Then if 

we impose a further logical limitation that for each 7r. selected then 71". 
. i J 

shall be selected if Tj ;1!; Ti, (i,j = 1,2, ••• ,k), it follows that least 

favorable configurations for each problem give zero probability of correct 

selection unless all populations are retainedo Similarly, minimax solutions 

within this class would also require all populations to be retained, and 

therefore any rational decision rule based on linear combinations is 

worthless for screening purposes. 

A decision function should not only exhibit desirable qualities when 

tested under a pathological condition such as a least favorable configura

tion, but it should also produce desired results under less strained cir

cumstances. We would certainly want a decision function to converge to the 

correct decision as the number of observations increases. It was actually 

implied above and is easily shown that decision rules R1 and R
2 

possess 

this property of "consistency" in the sence that, for any fixed positive 

distance between the best and second best populations, the lower bound of 

probability of correct selection converges to one as sample size becomes 

infinite. 

A narrower than usual property of "unbiasedness" is considered, which 

we can loosely describe as a monotone relation between the goodness of 

a correct decision and the probability of reaching the correct decision. 

Decision rules R1 and R2 possess this property of unbiasedness in the 

sense that, for fixed sample size, the lower bound of probability of correct 

selection is an increasing function of the distance between the best and 

second best populations, converging to one as the distance becomes infinite. 

-9-



not provide optimal minimax solutions to their respective problems. 

The case in which loss is proportional to the difference between the 

largest parameter and largest selected parameter is more favorable to 

decision rules R
1 

and R
2

• The minimax solutions under random selection 

require all k populations to be retained, and since retaining all popula

tions is a possible decision within R1 or R2 , the minimax solutions for 

these classes are at least as good as for random selection. 

The basic motivation behind choosing decision rules R1 and R2 is the 

analogy between the parameters ei and ~i and the statistics Zi and Wi 

(i = 1,2,oeo,k). It is shown in chapter VI that Z. and W. are functions 
l. l. 

of sufficient statistics and are maximum likelihood estimators which 

converge to ei and ~i. It seems reasonable therefore to expect that 

decision functions based on them would have other desirable properties 

as well. 

The two problems considered in this paper possess symmetries motivating 

us to consider decision functions which are invariant under a group of 

transformations that leave the problems invariant. It is shown in 

chapter VI that both problems are invariant with respect to the group 

of transformations consisting of permutations of the two means in each 

population, equal positive changes of scale and .eq_ual ,translatioll,s,·-of. 

all. ,pppulation means. 

A maximal invariant statistic is derived, and it is shown that 

decision rules R
1 

and R
2 

are each functions of this maximal invariant and 

hence are invariant themselves. Although the degree to which they are 

optimal invariant is not proven in this paper, restricting attention to 

invariant decision functions does eliminate a number of other possibilities. 
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ordering, and it follows that t[l] ~ t[2 ] ~ ••• ~ t[k]' which orders the 

populations from least to most preferred. 

Let W. = min(X.,Yi), (i = 1,2, ••• ,k), label the ordered statistics 
1 1 

the statistic associated with population 7T(i]. 

Decision rule R
2 

stipulates that, for any given d ~ 0, a subset of the 

k populations will be selected containing all populations 7T. for which 
1 

wi ~ w[k] - d, (i = 1,2, ••• ,k). 

In chapter IV conditional and unconditional least favorable configur

ations of population means are derived, and expressions for probability 

of correct selection, probability of selecting any inferior population 

and expected size of the selected subset are obtained, assuming either a 

conditional or an unconditional least favorable configuration. Surprisingly, 

for the special case of k = 2 populations the results are identical to 

those for Type 1 ordering and decision rule R
1

• 

The results of chapter IV lead to consideration of the same two 

alternative loss functions as discussed above for Type 1 ordering, and 

it is shown in chapter V that analogous results are obtained. 

1.4 Optimality considerations for decision rules R
1 

and R
2 

A minimax solution with respect to the simpler type of loss function 

within class R1(R2 ) of decision functions for a problem of Type 1 (Type 2) 

is clearly not minimax within the class of all decision functions. A 

counter example is random selection such that each population has the 

same probability of selection. It is easily shown in chapters III and V 

that the minimax expected loss with random selection is at least as small 

as that within the restricted class R
1 

or R
2

, and hence these classes do 
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loss is investigated within class R
1 

of decision functions and it is shown, 

for most parameter values of the problem, that the minimax solution is 

associated with an unconditional least favorable configuration and either 

d = 0 or d = m. Numerical approximation tends to confirm this result for 

all values of the parameters a
O 

and a
1 

of the loss function, correlation 

P = a12 /a11 , and k populations. 

The above loss function, however, is not entirely realistic. If the 

best selected population 71"[ ·] is infinitesimally close to the best popula-
J 1 

tion 7r[k] as measured by {0[k]-0[j])/(a11tn)2 , the same penalty is inflicted 

as if it is greatly inferior in this sense. A more realistic loss function 

is therefore considered in chapter III which takes the magnitude of this 

difference into account. Expected loss in this case is a linear combination 

of expected subset size and the expected difference between the parameter 

e[k] of the best population and the parameter e[j] of the best selected 

population. For the special case of k = 2 populations the minimax solu-

tion within class R
1 

of decision functions is associated with some conditional 

* i 
least favorable configuration specified by 8_ = (0[k]-0[k-l])/(a11/n) 2 and 

decision parameter d ~ O. An example is shown that illustrates the depen

dence of the minimax solution on the loss function parameters a
O 

and a
1 

and correlation p, and procedures are derived for determining the minimax 

combination (8*,d ). 
0 0 

l.3 Description of Type 2 ordering of populations and associated decision 

procedure 

Let <1> 1 = min(µ.,v.), (i = 1,2, ••• ,k). 
1. l. 

Then 7ri is at least as preferable as 7rj if <l>i ~ <l>j. 

An analogous labelling of populations applies as in the case of Type 1 
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Let n be the 2-k dimensional space of population means 

(µ 1 ,v1 ,µ2 ,v2 , ••• ,µk,vk). For any fixed value of d, conditional and 

unconditional "least favorable" configurations will be derived in chapter 

II in the sense of minimizing the ·probability that the best population 

7T[k] will be included in the selected subset. 

Although decision rule R
1 

is intuitively reasonable, it will be 

shown in chapter II that, for an unconditional least favorable configuration, 

"inferior" populations have a greater probability of selection than the 

"best" population, and thus from this standpoint random selection would be 

preferable to decision rule R
1

• However it will also be shown that the 

probability of correct selection using decision rule R
1 

increases mono

tonically and the probability of selecting any inferior population decreases 
1 

monotonically with the normalized distance {0[k]-0[k-l]j/(a11/n)2 • 

In chapter III this selection problem is viewed somewhat more generally 

by associating losses with the various possible decisions. The previous 

discussion seems to imply that it is desirable to select the best population 

and as few others as possible. By choosing d infinitely large, the best 

population will certainly be selected, but so will all the others. By 

choosing d = O, only one population will be retained but it might not be 

the best one. Evidently some sort of compromise is optimum. 

A simple loss function is considered which assigns a penalty in pro

portion to the number of populations selected and a further penalty for 

failing to select the best population. Expected loss is then a linear 

function of expected subset size and probability of incorrect selection. 

This loss function apparently expresses the spirit of the problem in 

a rational manner, consisting of penalties for failing to eliminate popu

lations and for not retaining the best population. The minimax expected 
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chapters, more de~ailed accounts of the two decision procedures will be 

given. 

1.2 Description of Type 1 ordering of populations and associated decision 

prodedure 

Let Bi = max(µ. , V.), ( i = 1,2, ••• ,k). 
l. l. 

Then 7T. is at least as preferable as 7T. if e. ~ e .• 
l. J l. J 

The populations ordered from least to most preferred will be labelled 

1r[l]'1r[2 l, ... ,7T[k]' where for population 7T[i]' we will denote e[it max(µ[it'[i])' 

(i = 1,2, ••• ,k). It then follows from these definitions that 

Throughout this paper it will be assumed that the random vectors (X.,Y.) 
1. l. 

and (X.,Y.) associated with populations 7T. and 7T. are independent for ii j. 
J J . l. J 

It will further be assumed that random samples, all of size n, are observed 

for each pair (X.,Y.), and that the decision rules to be considered will be 
1. l. 

based on the sample mean vectors (X.,Y.), (i = 1,2, ••• ,k). 
l. l. 

In analogy with the definition of the ei, we will define Zi = max (x. , y. ) , 
l. l. 

( i = 1,2, ••• ,k), label the ordered sample s ta tis tics Z[ 1] ~ z[2 ] ~ ••• ~ Z[k], 

where Z[i] = max(X[i]'y[i]), and the statistic associated with population 

7T[i] will be labelled Z(i) = ma.x(X(i)'y(i)). This notation is in accordance 

with previously established convention for problems of the ranking category. 

Decision rule R1 stipulates that, given d ~ O, a subset of the k pop

ulations will be selected containing all populations ~i for which 

Zi~ Z['k] .:.d, (i = 1,2, ••• ,k). Objectives of this paper will be to character

ize this decision rule under alternative assumptions concerning the unknown 

population means. 
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Various methods for computing the probability integrals and percentage 

points of the above statistics were obtained by Gupta and Sobel [9) for 

the case of unknown but equal variances. Extensions of the subset problem 

were treated by Gupta and Sobel for binomial populations [10) and for 

comparisons with a standard [11). 

The literature on ranking and selection problems is rather extensive, 

and no attempt is made here to list all of the important contributions. 

A more complete reference list on these and other related classes of 

problems has been prepared by Farrell [7]. 

Almost without exception, current literature contains no references 

to ranking of multivariate populations. Gupta [8) easily showed that 

selecting a subset containing the population with largest fixed linear 

combination of its component means reduces to the case of univariate popula

tions. Formulation of more general selection problems for multivariate 

populations has not been reported, however. 

In this paper the problem of selecting a subset containing the best 

population will be extended to bivariate populations, and two particular 

ordering relationships will be studied. Let 7f
1

,7f
2

, ••• ,7fk represent k 

bivariate normal populations with unknown mean vectors (µ.,V.) and identical 

known covariance matrices ~i = f011 0121, ( i = 1,2, ••• ,k;. 1 

l_a12 auJ 
Population 7fi will be at least as preferable as 7fj if µi ~ µj and 

V. ~ v. but this preference ordering is incomplete, for ifµ.>µ. and 
1 J 1 J 

vi< vj, it is not yet clear which population should be preferred. 

Of the infinitely many possible ways to complete the ordering of 

populations, two alternatives will now be described, and decision procedures 

associated with them will be suDUllarized briefly in this chapter. In later 
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tribution with unknown variance, in which the predetermined power is inde

pendent of the -variance. This was further generalized to a sequential 

procedure by Bechhofer [3], and later by Bechhofer and Blumenthal [4]. 

An interesting different approach to the same problem was treated 

by Dunnett [6] in which the meansµ. are assumed to have a priori normal 
l. 

distributions with essentially known means Ui(i=l,2, ••• ,k), and equal and 

known variances a~. The objective, as for the previous cases, is to deter

mine the required sample sizes n. for each population which will assure, 
l. 

with predetermined probability P*, that the best population will be selected. 

In this case the conditional expectation E{µ.IX.} is calculated for each 
l. l. 

population 7f. (i = 1,2, ••• ,k) and the population corresponding to the 
l. 

largest of these is selected as best. 

In the same paper Dunnett considered a number of alternative criteria 

for determining sample size when confronted with a linear loss function, 

without assuming a priori distributions for theµ .• He also obtained a 
l. 

general result for the case of prior distributions, and particularized this 

to the case in which all U., (i = 1,2., •• ·• ,k), are equal. 
l. 

In contrast to the class of problems described above, Gupta [8] 

assumed that sample sizes have been predetermined, and considered the 

problem of selecting a subset of the populations that contains the popu

lation with largest mean. Gupta's decision rule is to retain in the selected 

subset the population with largest sample mean and all populations whose 

sample means are within a predetermined distance of the largest. Probability 

distributions for the statistics associated with this decision rule were 

studied in detail for the least favorable configuration of population means, 

namely when they are all equal (in the limit), both for the case of known 

and equal variances, and for unknown and equal variances. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

1.1 References to earlier related work 

The problem to be considered in this paper belongs to a general class 

of multiple decision procedures associated with selecting the one or more 

best populations from a set of k ~ 2 populations. 

A pioneering effort in this regard was treated by Bechhofer [1} in 

which he was concerned primarily with the problem of selecting the popula

tion with largest mean among k normal populations 1r1 ,1r2 , ••• ,1rk with unknown 

meansµ. and known variances a~(i = 1,2,.o.,k)o Labelling the populations, 
i i 

ranked in terms of their unknown means µ[l] ~ µ[ 2 ] ~ ••• ~ µ[k]' he derived 

a single-stage decision procedure with sample sizes n. = ma~(i = 1,2, ••• ,k) 
i i 

required to assure with predetermined probability P* that the best population 

will be selected under the condition that µ[k]-µ[k-l] ~ 6*o Bechhofer's 

decision rule in this case is to select the population with largest sample 

mean X[k] as best. The magnitude of 6*, or "indifference range," is the 

smallest difference of practical significance between the best and second 

best populations. For a difference as large as 5* it is considered impor

tant that the population with largest mean be selected. The conditions P* 

and 6* give rise to a "least favorable" configuration of populations in 

which all means are equal except the largest which differs from the others 

* by the amount 6. 

A two-stage generalization to the case in which the variances are 

unknown but equal was treated by Bechhofer, Dunnett and Sobel [2]. The 

decision rule obtained is analogous to the classical two-stage procedure 

of Stein [16] for testing hypotheses concerning the mean of a normal dis-
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will be selected, and from (3.3.4) 
* . * inf M(µ,v;d'l8 ~ 1/o:} = M(µ,v;,Ol8_ ~ 1/a) 

d' ) 

Proceeding in the manner of (3.3.6) 

(3.3.8} inf sup M(µ!.v;d' la* ~ 1/a) = sup M(µ,v;ola* ~ 1/a) 
d' (µ,V) - {µ,V) 

* a* * 
= a 8 [1-F 1(-- , ~)] , 

. p+ "2 ./2. 
f'. 

concluding case 2. 

Now it may be obse!rved that (3.3.8) is just a special case of (3.3.6) 

with d' = O. We can therefore combine the two cases and the final result 

becomes 
r 

I 

· L
2

(µ,v;d)-a
0 inf. sup E ( _____ } = 

d'(µ,v) ao 
inf sup M(µ,v;d') 
d' (µ,V) 

* = inf sup M(8 ,d') 
d' 8~i 

a* d' 
= inf sup{[l-F 1( _-

d' 8* p; ff 

* ' 5* -, * ' 
8 -d )]+[a 8*-1][1-F ( _+d ,8_+d )]} 
ff - p;l ff {2 

* 3.4 Derivation of the minimax combination (8 ,d') 

In the previous section we showed that the minimax solution 

L2 (µ,v;d)-a
0 inf sup E ----- fork= 2 populations corresponds to some conditional 

d' (µ,v) ao 

least favorable configuration defined by 

5* = 
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* and some d'?: 0, but the particular combination (8_,d'' associated with 

the minimax solution were undetermined. 

In this section we will state and prove three corollaries to Theorem 

3.3.l that assist in the location of the minimax combination (8*,d'). 

Corollary 3.4.1 

* * * (3.4.1) If sup 8 [1-F 1(8 / V2, 8 / "2)] 
8~0 - ~ 

* occurs for some 8 ~ 1/a, then the 
0 

* minimax solution will be the combination (8 ,0). 
0 

Proof 

'* Suppose the solution to (3.4.1) is for some 8 ~ 1/a. This implies 
0 

that 

* sup M(8 ,o) * = M(8 ,0) 
0 8* 

by Theorem 3.3.1. Then 

inf sup M(8*,d') ~ sup M(8*,o) = 
d' 8* 8* 

inf M(8*,d 1
) 

d' 0 
= 

* * inf M(8 ,d') ~ sup inf M(8 ,d'). 
d' 

0 8* d' 

* - * But inf sup M(8 ,d')?: sup inf M(8 ,d') always holds (Wald [18]), and the 
d' 8* 8* d' 

proof is complete. 

Corollary 3.4.2 

*. * * * If sup 8 [ 1-F p+l (8 _ / {2,8 _ / {2)] occurs for some 1/a < 8
0 

~ 2/a, 
8*?:0 2 

* then a sufficient condition that (8 ,0) be the minimax combination is 
0 

* * * 8 -d' 8 -d' 8 +d' 8 +d' 
sup [F ( o , o ) + F 1< o o )] 
d' ~

1 ~ ff ~ 12 {2 

* * If the minimax combination is not {8
0

,0), it is for some (8
1 

> 1/a,d' > 0). 

-50-
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Proof 

By assumption 

(3.4.2) * * * M(8 ,o) = sup M(8 ,O); 1/a < 8 ~ 2/a. 
0 ~ · 0 

Thus from Theorem 3.3.l and Corollary 3.4.1, the minimax solution does not 

* * lie in the range 8 ~ 1/a. Taking the partial derivative of M(8 ,d') in 

terms of d' 

(3.4.3) 
* oM(8 ,d') 

dd' 

= .f2f(8_-d )F( 1-p 8_-d) _ [a 8*_11 /2f(8 +d )F( 1-p 8 +d), *, ~*, *, ~*· 
/2 3+p {2 ~ ff 3+p [2 

and setting d' = O, 

* ~ * 8 1-p 8 * = /2 f(-)F( - -. )[2-a 8 ] 
{2 3+p {2 . 

* * Note that this is nonnegative for 1/a < 8 ~ 2/a and negative for 8 > 2/a. 

* In particular it is nonnegative for 8 , and therefore d' = 0 is a relative 
0 

* * minimum. Now compare the expected loss for (8 ,0) with that for (8 ,d') 
0 0 

(3.4.4) 

* since by assumption O < [a 8 -1] ~ 1. If the sufficiency condition holds, 
0 

it follows from (3.4.2) and (3.4.4) that 

. * * * inf M(8 ,d') = M(8 ,0) = sup M(8 ,0) 
d I O O 8* 

and using the same reasoning as for .corollary 1 the minimax combination is 

* (8 ,o). 
·O 

-51-, 



* Suppose (8 ,0) is not the minimax combination. Then the-minimax solu-
o 

* * tion is for some (8
1

,di} with 81 > 1/a by (3.4.2) and the remarks following, 

. * and for some di~ O. But if (8
1

, 0) is the minimax solution, then 

* inf sup M(8 ,d') 
d' 8* 

In particular 

* inf M( 8
1 

, d ' } 
d' 

* = M(8
1

, 0) = * sup M(8 , 0) , 
8:* 

* but this is a contradiction since M(8 ,0) 
0 

* = sup M(8, 0) by ·assumption. 
8* 

Thus if (8;,di)\ is the minimax combination, di> 0. 

Corollary. 3. Jf .. 3 
* . . * '. 

If sup 8 [ 1- F 1 (8~ l· '12,8· I {2)] 
8~0 - pt · 

2 
* occurs for some 8 > 2/a, 
0 

then the minimax solution will be for some (8; > 1/a, d1 > o). 

P.roof 

*• * From (3.4.3)' the minimax combination cannot be ('6 ,0) since d M(8 ,d'} 
0 dd' 0 

is negative at d' = 0 in this case. Thus, from corollary 3.4.2 the minimax 

solution is for some (8i > 1/a, di> 0), completing the proof. 

3.5 Computation of minimax solutions 

In this section a systematic search for the minimax combination 

* (8 ,d') will be discussed for the particular case p = 0, and we will show 

how this search is implemented by the three corollaries of the last section. 

Step 1 

* * * * Find the solution 8
0 

to s~i 8. [1-F p+l (8 _ / {2,8 / ./2)] 
2 

= 
* M(8 ,0) sup . 

8* a 

-52-
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* Figure 3.2 illustrates the function M(~_,O) for a set of different values of 

p. The approximate maxima are tabulated below. 

* M(6 ,0) 
* p sup a: 6 6* 0 

-1 .4288 1.160 

0 .3735 1.165 

.5 .3334 1.151 

1 .24o5 1.065 

Step 2 

* If a:~ 1/6 , Corollary 3.4.1 applies and the minimax combination is 
0 

* (6 ,0). Thus from the above table, if p = 0 and a:~ .858, the minimax 
0 

combination is (1.165, 0), and the minimax expected loss is 

M(a*,o) = (.3735)0: ~ 
0 

Step 3 

* If a:/2 ~ 1/6 < a: and if the sufficiency condition of Corollary 3.4.2 
0 

holds, the minimax combination is * (6 ,0). 
0 

Figure 3.3 tends to verify the sufficiency condition for the case 

p = O. It can also be shown analytically, and we will simply outline the 

* procedure. A lower bound can be found for 8 (the larger the better}. 
0 

The expression in brackets is then clearly a decreasing function of d' 

* * * * * for d' :§i (8
0 

- 61 ), where 61 is the point of inflection of F p+l (6 / {2,6 / {2). 

2 

Successive approximations for lar~er d' finally establish the result. 

Step 4 

* If a> 2/6 , Corollary 3.4.3 applies and the minimax solution is for 
0 

some (6~ > 1/a:, d1 > 0). By continuity of the expected loss function 

-53-



* (81 , di) must then satisfy 

dM(8 *, d') 
08* 

= 0 and aM(8*, d') 
od' = 0 • 

Taking the partial derivatives, equating them to zero and simplifying, we 

obtain 

(3.5.1) 
* I 8 +d ) ] = [a/2 /2][1-Fp+l( ~ 

2 

[f(8 -d )F( l~p 8_-d )] * I ~ * I 

{2 3+p {2 

= * * I ~ * [a 8 -l][f(8 +d )F( 1-p 8_+d')] 
{2 3+p ~ 

which can be approximated arbitrarily closely using the appropriate tables. 

* I * * d I From the cases studied 81 will fall in the range 1 a< 81 .< 8
0

, an d1 

will increase with a. 

* Figure 3.4 represents sup M(8 ,d') as a function of d' for different a, 
8* ·* and the locus of points d

1
1 satisfying inf sup M(8 , d'). The points 

d' 8* 

* (81 , di) were obtained from (3.5.1). A set of approximate solutions is 

• -,., 

_, 

~ 

1w 

.... 

-' 

..., 

-' 

.., 

--' 

tabulated below. w 

* * a inf sup M(8 , d'} d' 81 
d' 8* 1 

,_ 

~ 1.717 a-( .3735) 0 1.165 

--2.0 .7369 .185 1.060 

2.5 .8710 .551 .908 .... 
3.0 .9592 1.027 .774 

4.o 1.0000 00 Arbitrary '-" 

~ 

~ 

I..) 
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0 .8 1.6 

Figure 3.3 
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2 12 V2 2 12 V2 

I 
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1.30 

~~ 
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1.20 
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3.6 Comparison of decision rule R
1 

with random selection 

We will first consider the loss function discussed in section 3.2. 

Then for decision rule R
1 

and the unconditional least favorable configuration 

(µo,vo) 

(3.6.1} 
L1(µ,v;d')-a1 inf sup E {------} ~ 

d' (µ,V} aO 

with equality known to exist in at least certain cases. 

Denote random selection by decision rule R
3 

such that 1 ~ m ~ k 

populations are selected randomly and m can·always be equated to expected 

subset size of decision rule R1, by an additional randomization process 

if necessary if mis not an integer. 

(3.6.2) 

For decision rule R
1

, s:ince P(CS;O,d') ~ P(1r1;o,d') 

= m - (a/a0 )P(CS ;O,d l-) 

~ m[l-(a
1
/a

0
)(1/k)] • 

Let L1(µ,V;R
3

) denote the corresponding loss function for random 

selection. Then since each population has an equal chance of being selected 

and from (3.6.1) and (3.6.2) random selection has uniformly smaller minimax 

expected loss than decision rule R1 , since we know that the inequality in 

(3.6.2} is strict unless p = 1 or m = k. It is clear.that the minimax 

strategy for random selection is to choose 

k, if a/ao ~ k 

m = {. 1, otherwise 

-57-



Let L2(µ,v;R
3

) denote the loss function of sections 3.3 - 3.5 using 

random selection. If expected subset size is again set equal tom, 

= m + a[ e[k] -EC°7(E\ el ,62e2, ••• ,ekek)} )-1 

(a11/n)2 

{ 
1, if 1r. is selected 

where a = a1/a
0 

and eJ. - J using random se--lection. - O, otherwise 

For a conditional least favorable configuration of populations 

= = ... = 

It would then follow that 

= 

and therefore 

L2(µ,v;R )-a0 * 
sup E{ 3 } ~ sup{(m-1}: + a 8 (1-~)} = 

(µ,v) ao 8* 

* 8 ~ o. 

{co' if m < k 
(k-1?, if m = k 

Thus the minimax solution for random selection is to set m = k and it 

iIIllllediately follows that minimax expected loss= (k-1) for any configuration 

of population means. This is uniformly larger than the minimax expected 

loss for decision rule R
1 

with equality attained only if the minimax 

solution under R
1 

requires all populations to be retained. 
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Chapter IV 

Operating Characteristics of Decision Rule R
2 

4.1 Summary 

In type 2 ordering of populations the best bivariate population is 

the one whose smaller mean is larger.than that of any other population. 

Decision rule R
2 

selects a subset containing the bivariate population 

whose smaller sample mean is larger than that of any other population, 

and all other populations whose smaller sample means are·within some 

predetermined distanced of this. 

In this chapter we are mainly concerned with characterizing decision 

rule R
2 

under various configurations of population means. Of particular 

interest is the conditional least favorable configuration defined as the 

one which minimizes probability of correct selection for any fixed d, under 

the condition that there is at least some fixed predetermined normalized 

* positive distance 8 between the best and second best populations. 

The conditional least favorable configuration is derived in section 2 .2, 

and a formula is obtained for evaluating probability of correct selection. 

Intuition is verified in the sense that both means of the best population 

are equal, the smaller mean of each inferior population is the same pre

determined distance smaller, and the larger mean of each inferior population 

tends to plus infinity. 

It is shown in section 4.3 that for the unconditional least.favorable 

configuration each inferior population has a greater probability of selection 

than the best population. As the difference between the best and second 

best population grows however, the situation reverses and in the limit the 

-59-



best population alone will be selected. 

Although a small expected subset size is preferred, it is obviously 

an increasing function of the decision parameter d, and as shown in section 

4.4 it is a maximum for some positive distance between the best and second 

best populations. As this distance increases the expected subset size will 

continually decrease, since inferior populations will tend not to be selected. 

A surprising observation is the identity between the results of this 

chapter for Type 2 ordering and the results of chapter II for Type 1 order

ing for the case of k = 2 populations. The derivations of chapter II are 

listed in section 4.5 for this case, and some of these will have application 

in chapter V. 

In the final section we consider three different extensions, analo

gous to those of chapter II, for equicorrelated p-variate populations, 

for unequal or unknown correlations, and for the case of unknown variance. 

4.2 Probability of correct selection for the least favorable configurations 

In chapter I we defined Type 2 ordering of populations in terms of 

the smaller of the two component means of each population. Formally let 

q, • = min ( µ • , v . ) , (j = 1 , 2 , ••• , k) • 
J J J 

Then 7ri is preferred to 7r. if q,. ;s; q,., and the populations, ordered from 
J ]. J 

least to most preferred, are labelled 

Similarly for the sample means let 

W . = min (X . , Y . ) , ( j = 1, 2 , ••• , k) 
J J J 

and order them 

-60-
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Finally we- .will define W (j) as the stat_istic observed from population ,r[j r 
The problem to be considered is to select a subset containing one or 

more of the k populations, and a correct selection occurs if. population 

,r[k] is contained in the selected subset. Since this can be assured by 

simply seiecting all k populations, a further objective of the problem is 

to accomplish· the correct selection with a minimum subset size. 

The decision rule R
2 

proposed for this problem is to select all popula

tions ,rj for which 

wj ~ w[k] - d, (j = 1,2, ••• ,k) , 

where dis a nonnegative decision parameter under control ~f the ~perimenter. 

To·avoid any·possible later complications we will defined=~ as t~e decision 

to select all k populations. 

The notation P(CS;k,n,(µ,v),R
2

) will represent the probability of 

correct selection fork populations, random samples of size n, 2k-dimen

sional mean vectors (µ,v) = {µ
1

,v
1 

,µ2 ,v2 , ••• ,µk,vk), and decision rule 

R
2 

with parameter d ~ O. 

In this section we will derive conditional and unconditional least 

favorable configurations of means {µ,v) in the sense of minimizing the 

probability of correct selection for any fixed d ~ O. It will turn out 

that these least favorable configurations are independent of d, and that 

a lower bound for probability of correct selection can be obtained for each 

choice of d ~ o; Without danger of confusion we will abbreviate 

P ( CS ; k ,_n , ( µ. , V ) ,R
2 

) to P ( CS ; ( µ , v ) , d) • 

Theorem 4.2.1 

* LetP~CS;(µ,v),dl8) denote the probability of correct selection under 
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the condition that 

Then 

i * 
(t[k] - t[k-1]) / (all/n)2 ~ 6 • 

* 
00 

* * k-2 (4.2.1) inf P(CS;(µ,v),dj6) = (k-1) /·F (-u+d'+6 ,-u+d'+6 )[F(u)] f(u)du, 
( ) - p . -µ, V -00 

1 

where d' = d/(a
11

/n)2 • Equivalent conditional least favorable configurations 

implied by (4.2.1) are 

i* 
1. µ[k] = V[k} = v[j] + (a11/n) 26 ,µ[j] = oo,(j=l,2, ••• ,k-1) 

i* 
2. µ[k] = v[k] = µ[j] + (a11/n) 26_,v[j] = oo,(j=l,2, ••• ,k-1). 

Proof 

(4.2.2) P(CS;(µ,v),dl8*) = P{W(k]-d ~ w(k)) 

= P{Wj - d ~ w(k); all j * (k)) 

= P{min(i(k)'y(k)) ~ min(Xj,Yj) -d; all j*(k)). 

From Lemma 2.2.2 of chapter II we can assume that µj ~ vj without 

loss of generality, and make the normalizing transformations 

(4.2.3) 
1 1 

U. = (X. - µ.) / (a11 /n)2 , V. = (Y. - v.) / (a11/n)2 , 
J J J J J J 

1 1 

6lj = (µ[k]-µj)/(all/n)2, 62j = (µ[k] - vj) / (all/n)2, 

(j = 1,2, ••• ,k), and expression (4.2.2) becomes 

* . ) (4.2.4) P(CS;(µ:;v),dj6) = P{min(U(k)'V(k)-62(k))+d' ~ min(uf.:a1j,Vj-62j ; 

all j * (k)) 

where (U.,V.) have a standard bivariate normal distribution with correlation 
J J 

p, and (U.,Vi) and (U.,V.) are independent for i ¢ j. Furthermore by 
1 J J 

assumption 

&2(k) ~ O, 62j = 61j + ej, * Ej ~ 0, 62 j ~ 62 (k) + 6, j ¢ (k) . 
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Then 

(4.2.5) * p (cs; ( µ, V) ,, d I~ -) 
* * ~ P{min(U(k)'V(k)-82 (k))+d' ~ min(Uj-8c2(k.)-8_+Ej,Vj-82 (k)-8_); all j * (k}) 

* * = P {min(U (k/82 (k), V (k) )+d' ~ min(U j-8 _ +E j, V j -8 ) ; all j l (k}) 

* ' * ' ~ P{min(U(k)'V(k})+d' ~ min(Uj-8_+~j,Vj-8 }; all j * (k}) 

* ' 
~ P{min(U(k)'v(k))+d' ~ (Vj-8_); all j * (k)) 

* = inf P ( CS ; ( µ , V ) , d L 8 ) 
(µ,v) 

by successively setting 

0 , and E • = 00 , ( a 11 j * ( k) } • 
J 

In the above we used the fact that 

(4.2.6) * * lim P{min(U.-8 +ej,V.-8) = 
e.-t00 J - J -

* (V.-8 ); all j * (k}) 
J 

J 

00 U .+€ • 00 00 

= II lim j"J J \ ( u., v. )du .dv. = II 
E .-+ 00 p J J J J J J f ( uj, v. }du .dv. = 

p J J J 
jJ(k} J · -00 - 00 jJ(k) - 00 -00 

Now we see from (4.2.3~ that this result is the first of the condi

tional least favorable configurations specified by the conclusion of 

the theorem. The alternate solution follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.2 

of chapter II, and in fact, additional permutations would show that 

h 2k-l . 1 1 · . 11 t ere are equiva ent so utions in a • 

What remains is to derive a formula for the resultant expression in 

(4.2.5). Now 

(4.2.7) P{min(U(k)'V(k))+d 1
·~ (Vj-8*); all j J (k)) 

= P{max(Vj; j J (k)} ~ min(U(k)+d'+a*,v(k)+d'+8*)) 
00 

= (k-1) f. F (-u+d '+8 *, -u+d '+8 *)[F( u}]k-2 f( u)du 
-00 p . . 
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by observing that g(u) = (k-l)[F(u)]k-
2 

f(u) is the density function 

for max(V.; j/(k)), and making use of the symmetry property f (X,Y) 
J p 

= f (-X,-Y), and the theorem is proven. 
p 

* For simplicity we will label the final result P(CS;8 ,d'), repre-

senting probability of correct selection for a conditional least favorable 

configuration. This can be evaluated numerically by a slight modification 

of the computer programs that were used to obtain the results in chapter II, 

but will not be done in the present paper. 

* By setting 8 = 0 we obtain what will be described as the unconditional 

least favorable configuration. It will be observed that for both the uncon

dieional and conditional least favorable configurations, probability of 

correct selection is an increasing function of d', and can be made arbitrar

ily close to 1 by suitable choice of d'. In order to better characterize 

decision rule R2 we will now derive an expression for the probability of 

selecting any inferior population. 

4.3 Comparison of selection probabilities for the best and inferior populations 

In the remainder of this chapter we will assume either a conditional or 

unconditional least favorable configuration. Then all inferior populations 

* are identically distributed and we will define P(7T[l];8 ,d') as the probabil-

ity of selecting any one of them. 

Theorem 4.3.1 
00 * * k-2 J [1-F (-u-d'+8 ,-u-d'+8 )][F(u+d')] f(u)du, 

p - -= 

and P(7T[l];O,d') ~ P(CS;O,d') with strict inequality unless p = 1 or d' 

Proof 

P(1T[l];8\d
1

) 
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.... 

-

co 

= 
* * k-2 J-[1-F (-u-d'+8 ,-u-d'+8 )][F(u+d')] f(u~du 

p -
-co 

and.the first part of the theorem is proven. 

* From (4.2.7) and (4.3.l} we see that P(CS;8 ,d') is maximized and 

P(1r[l];8*,d') is minimized in terms of p by setting p = 1. Thus in general 

(4.3.2) P(1T[l];O,d') - P(CS;O,d') 

co k 1 J [F(u+d'~] - f(u)du - (k-1) 
co k 2 

f· [1-F(u-d')] - f(u)du 
-co -co 

co k 1 
= J. [F(u+d')] - f(u)du 

co 

J [F(u)]k-l f(u-d')du = 0, 
- co -co 

by integrating by parts and simplifying. From the foregoing, this inequality 

is strict unless p = 1 or d' = co, and the theorem is proven. 

It is innnediately clear from (4.3.2) that P(1r[l];O,O) e; 1/k, but 

* for large 8 the situation is more favorable to the ~est population. In 

fact we see that 

(4 .. -3 .3) * 1 im P ( CS ; 8 , d ' ) 
&*•oo -

= 1, * and lim P(1T[l];8 ,d') 
&*..:pQO 

= o, 

which implies that, as the difference between the best and second best 

populations increases, decision rule R
2 

tends to select the best population 

and reject inferior populations. Since the error due to incorrect selection 

* for small ·8· is very likely not serious, this is a desirable characteristic 

of the decision rule. 

4.4 Expected subset size 

It was shown above that the probability of selecting each inferior 

population is a decreasing function of 5*, and the probability of selecting 
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* the best population is an increasing function of 8 • Thus it would appear 

* that expected subset size should be a decreasing function of 8. Let 

* E(S;8 ,d'} represent expected subset size for a conditional least favorable 

configuration and decision parameter d'. 

Theorem 4.4.1 

E(S;8*,d'} as a function of 5* is maximized for some O < 5* < 00. 

Proof 

From (4.2.7) and (4.3.l) we can express 

00 
' ' 

(4.4.1) * E(S;8 ,d'} = ( k-1) f.. F p ( -u+d '+8 *, -u+d'+.6)[F ( u) ]k-2 f ( u )d~ 
-00 

+(k-1) 
00 

J. [1-F (-u-d 1+8*,-u-d 1+8*)][F(u+d'--)]k-2 f(u}du 
p - -

-00 

·* Taking the partial derivative with respect to t} and applying Lennna 2:.2 .4 

of chapter II 

00 

* oEfs ;8 ,d' J 
08* 

= 2(k-1) JlF( u) ]k-2 [ f( u-d 1 -6 ~)F( [ ( 1-p)/(l+p)J½(-u+d '+6 *))f(u) 
-00 

* . l. * 
f(u-8_)F([(l-p)/(l+p)]2 (-u+8 ))f(u-d')] du, 

and it follows that 

* oE(S;O,d ') > O and oE(S;~_ ,O} = O • 
08* 08 

This concludes the proof and shows incidentally that ford'= 0 expected 

* subset size is a constant(= 1) for all 8. 

in expression (4.4.1) • 

This is seen by letting d' = 0 

* Furthermore, we observe that lim E(S;8 ,d'} = 1, by taking limits in 
8*~00 

(4.4.1). In the next section we will give specific results for the case of 

two populations. 
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4.5 Characteristics of decision rule R2 fork= 2 populations 

Although the least favorable configurations are essentially the reverse 

of one another, it turns out that if k = 2, the results for decision rule 

R
2 

are identical to those of decision rule R1 discussed in chapter II. 

Letting k = 2 

* P ( cs ; 6 , d ' ) = 
00 

' * ' * 8 * +d' 8 * +d' /-F (-u+d +8 ,-u+d +6 ~f(u)du = F 1(-----, . ) 
-co P - r p+ f2 12 2 

and 

00 

(4.5.2) = f. [1-F (-u-d 1+8*,-u-d 1+8*)]f(u)du 
-00 p . 

= 
* ' * ' l-F (8 -d ,8 -d) • 

p+l V2 {2 
2 

Both of these results are identical to the corresponding expressions of 

chapter II for Type I ordering. Therefore, repeating other results of 

that chapter 

(4.5.3) * E{S;8 ,d'} 
8* I * I * I * -, 

= F ( _+d ,8_+d )+l-F (8 -d ,8_-d) 
p+l {2 {2 p+l {2 V2 
2 2 

* The maximum expected subset size in terms of 8 is given by-the solution to 

Exp[-2(3+p)ab/(1-p)] = F(a-b}/F(a+b) 

i * 1 
where a= [(l-p~/2(3+p)] 2 8 and b = [(1-p)/2(3+p)]2 d' 

(4.5.5} 
\ 

J 

E{S;O,d'} = 2F(~) 
1/2 

P(7r[l];O,d')-P(CS;O,d') d' d' d' 
= 2[F(-) - F (-,-)] 

V2 p+l "2 {2 
2 

The identity of these results to those of chapter II will facilitate 

the derivation of results in chapter V when we consider minimax solutions 

for two different loss functions. 
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4.6 Generalizations to other cases __. 

1. The case of p-variate populations 

If the random variables of each joint distribution are equi

correlated with the same correlation p, we will let fp(u1 ,u2 , ••• ,up) 

and Fp(u
1

,u2 , ••• ,up) represent the standardized joint density and dis

tribution functions respectively. By a process analogous to that by 

which Theorem 4.2.1 was proven, it follows that probability of correct 

selection for a conditional least favorable configuration is given-by 

(4.6.1) * P ( cs ;8 ,d') 

00 * . * * k-2 = (k-1) /. F ( -u+d 1+8 ,-,u+d '+8 , ••• ,-u+d '+8 )[F( u)] f ( u)du , 
-00 p . - -

and the conditional least favorable configuration is a p-variate analogue 

of the bivariate case. 

2. Unequal values of p for different populations 

For the case of unequal correlations, let p[k] = min(p1 ,p
2

, ••• ,pk). 

Then clearly the probability of correct selection for the conditional least 

favorable configuration is 

(4.6.2) * P(CS;8 ,d') = (k-1) 
00 

f F (-·u+d '+8* ,-u+d '+8 *) [F( u) ]k-2f( u)du 
-00 P[k] 

and all of the previous results follow exactly. 

3. The case when a11 is unknown 

Suppose s2 is an unbiased estimate of a
11

/n with m degrees of 

1 
freedom, independent of the sample means. Then define decision rule R2 

such that all populations 7f. are selected for which 
J 

wj w[k] 
S ~ -S- - C, ( j = 1,2, ••• ,k) 

where C is a nonnegative decision parameter chosen by the experimenter. 
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The conditional least favorable configuration is derived essentially without 

change, and the associated probability of correct selection becomes 

(4.6.3) 
. * cru(k) crv(k) cra* crvj . . 

~ ( CS , 8 . , C) = P (min 8 , 8 1 
+ C + g-=- ~ - 8- , a 11 J -J. ( k)} 

= P(m:1.n(U(k)'v(k)) + ~ C + 8~ ~ Vj; all j J (k)} 

J
oo ( / )m/2 2 / Joo 2 m 2 m-1 -mz · 2 - * * = ------ z e (k•l) F (-u+~ +Cz,-11:+8 +Cz} 

r(m/2) P - -
-oo -00 

) 
k-2 . 

•[F(u] f(u)dudz. 
~ 

In the above cr = (cr11/n) 2 , the outside integral is with respect to the 

. s * density of z = o' and 8 = (w[k]-w[k-1])/cr. 
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Chapter V 

Minimax Expected Loss for Decision Rule R2 

5.1 Sunnna.ry 

Two loss functions, analogous to those of chapter III, are considered 

for the problem defined by Type 2 ordering of populations. It is shown 

that when loss is simply a linear function of the number of populations 

selected and the event of an incorrect selection, the minimax solution 

within decision class R
2 

in most cases is associated with an unconditional 

least favorable configuration {µ0 ,v0
) and either ford'= 0 or d' = oo, 

depending on the ratio of loss function parameters a
1
/a

0
• It is conjec

tured as in chapter III that this solution is true for the entire range 

When loss is a linear function of the number of populations selected 

and the difference between the parameter t[k] of the best population and 

the corresponding parameter of the best population in the selected subset, 

and when k = 2 populations, then the minimax solution within class R
2 

is 

identical to that of chapter III, with the same minimax expected loss and 

* the same parameters (80,d0). Thus, in this case, the procedure for finding 

the minimax combination (8;,do) is the same as described in sections 3.4 

and 3.5 of chapter III. 

As in chapter III the extension to k > 2 populations for this loss 

function is not considered, but it may be conjectured that the minimax 

solution would again occur for some conditional least favorable configuration, 

and 'this could be investigated by Monte-Carlo simulation. 

Since minimax comparisons to random selection would be essentially a 

repeat of chapter III, the discussion is omitted from this chapter, but we 
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may note that the conclusions of such a comparison would be the same 

(i.e. in a minimax sense random selection is better than decision rule 

R
2 

for the simpler type of loss function, but the reverse is true for 

the more realistic loss function). 

5.2 Loss as a function of subset size and incorrect selection 

An analogue of the simpler type of loss function discussed in chapter 

Ill will be considered for the problem defined by Type 2 ordering of 

populations, and we will examine the minimax expected loss within the 

class R
2 

of decision functions. Using abbreviated notation, the loss func

tion is expressed 

= and 

k 
= ao E P(1r.;µ,V;d) + al[l-P(CS;µy;d)] , 

j=l J . 

Where.the ej were previously defined, a0 and a1 are nonnegative parameters, 

and P(1r.;µ,v;d) represents the probability of selecting population 1T., 
J J 

(j = 1,2, ••• ,k). 

We can essentially eliminate one parameter of the loss function by 

the transformation. 

= 
k-1 a0-a1 
~ P(1T[ ·];µ,v;d) + (--) P(CS;µ,v;d) 

j=l J ao 

All of the results of section 3.2 of chapter III have analogues in 

the present section. In fact all of the theorems 3.2.1 - 3.2.6 have 

analogues with identical proofs, and we will therefore merely state the 

theorems and omit the proof of each. The only,change is the value of 

P(CS;µ
0

,v
0
;d') where (µ

0 ,v 0
) represents the unconditional least favorable 
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configuration and d' represents the normalized parameter of decision rule R
2

• 

Theorem 5.2.1 

Let (µ 0 ,v0
) denote an unconditional least favorable configuration. 

Then if 

( 0 0 ) the minimax combination is µ ,v ;O, and minimax expected loss is 

00 

[1-(a1/a
0

)(k-1) f-F (-u,-u)[F(u)]k-2 f(u)du] • 
-00 p 

Proof 

The first part of the theorem is proven identically to Theorem 3.2.1 

and hence the proof will be omitted. The second part follows by letting 

* 8 = d' = 0 in expression (4.2.1). 

Theorem 5.2.2 

L3'µ0 ,vo;d' )-al 
If inf .E {--=------} 

d' ao 
= 

the minimax combination is (µ 0 ,v0 ;oo) and minimax expected loss is [k-a
1
/a

0
]. 

Theorem 5.2.3 

If a
1
/a

0 
~ k, the minimax solution is given by the combination 

(µ,v;d') = (µ 0 ,v0 ;oo) 

Theorem 5.2.4 

If a
1
/a

0 
~ 1, the minimax solution is given by the combination 

(µ,v;d') = (µ0 ,v0 ;o) 

Theorem 5.2.5 

If a
1
/a

0 
~ k and p = 1, the minimax solution is given by the com-
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• 
bination (µ,v;d') = (µ 0 ,v0 ,o). 

Theorem 5.2.6 

If k = 2 and a1/a0 ~ 1/[1-Fp+1(o,o)] , the minimax solution is 

2 
given by the combination (µ,v;d') = (µ 0 ,v0 ;o). 

the minimax combination is (µ 0 ,v0 ,oo) • 

If a1/a
0 

> 1/(1-Fp+l(O,O)], 

2 

Finally we may conjecture, as in chapter III, that either Theorem 5.2.1 

or Theorem 5.2.2 always holds. Assuming that this is the case, we can 

always obtain the minimax solution fur k > 2 by equating expected loss at 

the two extremes d' = 0 and d' = oo 

or 

al 00 k 2 al 
1- a (k-1) f-F (-u,-u)[F(u)] - f(u)du = k 

o -oo P ao 

00 

(k-1)/(1-(k-1) f-F (-u,-u)[F(u)]k-2 f{u)du] . p -oo 

= (k-1)/[l-P(CS;O,O)) • 

Thus for a1/a0 equal to or less than this we would choose d' = O, 

and otherwise choose d' = oo. The results of this section can be summarized 

in the following table: 
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Parameters of Problem Minimax Combination 

k p al/ao {µ,v) d' 

> 2 - 1 ~ p ~ 1 ~ k {µo,vo) 00 

> 2 - 1 ~ p < 1 ~ 1 {µo,vo) 0 

>2 1 ~ k {µo,vo) 0 

2 - 1 ~ p ~ 1 ~ 1/[ 1-F p+l (0,0)] {µo,vo) 0 

2 

2 -:·.1 ~ p ~ 1 > 1/[1-Fp+1{0,0)] (µo,vo) 00 

2 
Conjecture 

a 
> 2 - 1 ~ p < 1 1 < _! ~ {k-1)/[1-P{CS;0,0)] (µo,vo) 0 

ao 
a 

> 2 - 1 ~ p < 1 {k-1)/[1-P(CS;0,0)] < _! < k (µo ,vo,,) 00 

ao 

It should be noted that if the loss function is really as specified in 

this section or in section 3.2 of chapter III, and.if the minimax criterion 

is applied, then for large values of the loss function parameter a
1
/a

0
, it 

would appear that we can gain nothing by experimentation. This is actually 

not true since it is implicitly assumed that the cost of experimentation is 

included in a
0

, and what the above results indicate is that we should 

increase the cost of experimentation (e.g. increase n), and then choose 

the population associated with Z[k] (chapter III) or W[k] (this chapter). 

5o3 Loss as a function of subset size and difference between the best 

population and best selected population 

The loss function to be considered is an analogue to that of section 3.3 

of chapter III and will be defined, with abbreviated notation 
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• k a
1 

ao ~ e. + ---1[~[k] - max_ (w1e1,w2e2,•••,wkek)] 
· 1 J (cr /n)2 J J= 11 

where.- t. = min(µ. ,v.) = v·. without loss of generality, a0 and a1 are 
J J J J 

nonnegative constants, and ~(~1e1,t2e
2

, ••• ,tkek) represents the lar~ 
J 

gest of the t. selected,(j = 1,2, ••• ,k). Then taking expectations 
J 

E{L4 (µ,V ,d}} = 

where E{max(t1e1 ,~2e2 , ••• ,wkek)} represents the expected value of the 
j 

largest parameter in the selected subset. As before we can make a trans-

formation to eliminate one of the loss function parameters 

and the objective is to find the minimax solution within class R
2 

in the 

sense 

inf sup 
d'(µ,v) 

·As in chapter III we will consider the case k = 2, and show that the 

minimax solution occurs for some conditional least favorable configuration 

of populations. Then since probability of correct selection and probability 

of selecting the inferior population are identical to the-corresponding 

probabilities for decision rule R
1

, all of the subsequent results of sec

tions 3.4 and 3.5 of chapter III are transferred exactly. 

Theorem 5.3.1 

If k = 2, the minimax solution is associated with some conditional 

least favorable configuration characterized by 

* .!. 
8_ = (t[2 ]-t[l])/(cr11/n) 2 > O and d' = 
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Proof 
L4(µ,v;d)-a0 Set E aO = M(µ,V;d') , a1/a0 = a, and . 

1 

[~[2]-~[l]]/(all/n)2 
= * 8 • Then proceeding as in section 3.3, expression 

(5.3.1) can be written 

(5.3.2) * M(µ,v;d') = P{W(l) ~ w(2) - d) + [a 8_ -1] P{W(l) ~ w(2)+ d}, 

and making the normalizing transformations of chapter IV 

(503.3). M(µ,v;d') = [1-P{min(u( 2),v(2)-82(2))-d':> min(U(l)-8l(l)'V(l)-82(l)))] 

+ (a 8*-1)[1-P{min(u(2),v(2)-82(2 )) + d' > min(U(l)-8l(l)'v(l)-82(1)))] 

* * We will successively consider the cases 8 > 1/a and 8 ~ 1/a. 

* Case 1: 8 > 1/a 

As usual we will assumeµ.·~ v., (i = 1,2) , and then 
i i 

* 82(2) ~ 0, 82(l) = 8l(l) + e,e ~ O, 82(l) = 82(2) + 8_, and by assumption 

* 8 > O. Since both terms in (5.3.3) are nonnegative 

(5.3.4) * M(µ,v;d' j8 > 1/a) 

= [1-P{min(u(2),v(2)-82(2))-d' > min(U(l)-82(2 )-8*+e,V(l)-82(2)-8~))] 

+ (a 6~-1)[1-P(min(u(2),v(2)-62(2))+d' > min(U(l)-62(2)-6~+E,V(l)~~~(2)-6~)}] 

. * * 
= [1-P{min(u(2)+82(2),v(2))-d' > min(U(l)-8_ + e,V(l)-8 ))] 

* . * * 
+ (a 8 -1)[1-P{min(u(2)+82(2),v(2))+d' > min(U(l)-8 +e,V(l)-8_))] 

~ [1-P{min(u(2 ),v(2))-d' > min(U(l)-8*+e,V(l)-8*))] 

+ (a a*-1)[1-P(min(u(2),v(2))+d' > min(U(l)_5*+e,v(l)_5*)}] 

~ [l-P(min(u(2?,v(2))-d' > v(l)-6*}] 

* . * + (a 8 -1)[1-P{min(u( 2),v(2 )) + d' > v(l)-8_)] 
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• 
= sup M(µ,v;d' IB* > 1/a) = P(1r[l];8~,d')+(a8*-1)[l-P(CS;8~,d')] 

(µ,v) 

= 
*' *'. . .* '*' 

[l-F (8_-d ,8_-d )]+(a B*-l)[l-F (8 +d ,8 +d )] 
p+l 12 12 p+l 12 /2 
2· 2 

from expressions 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 of chapter IV, by successively setting 

82 ( 2} = 0 and e = ~. This is the identical result as Case 1 of chapter III. 

* Case 2: 8 ~ 1/a 

Proceeding as in chapter III, since the second term in (5.3.3) 

is nonpositive, the minimum in terms of d' for all (µ,V} is ford'= 0. 

Thus 

* 1* inf M(µ,V;d'l8 ~ 1/a) = M(µ,V;O 8 ~ 1/a) 
d' . 

* = P{W(l) ~ ~(2)} + [a 8 -l]P{W(l) ~ w(2)} 

= a 8~P{W(l) ~ w( 2 )} , · 

from expression (5.3.2). Then proceeding as in (5.3.4) 

* * inf sup M(µ,v;d'l8 ~ 1/a) = sup M(µ,v;Ol8 ~ 1/a) 
d·' (µ,v} - (µ,v) 

* * * 8 8 = a 8 [1-F 1(--,--)] 
~ V2 '/2 

This also is the identical result as Case 2 of chapter III. Thus Theorem 

. * 5.3.l is proven, and to find the minimax combination (8 ,d~) we need merely 

follow the identical proceedure as suggested in s.ections 3.4 and 3.5 of 

chapter III. 

It also follows that the comparisons between random selection and decision 

rule R
3 

are exactly the same as between random selection and decision rule 

R1 , and hence will be omitted. 
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Chapter VI 

Optimality Considerations for Decision Rules R
1 

and R2 

6.1 Summary 

In the previous chapters we discussed Type 1 ordering and Type 2 

ordering of populations within the framework of decision rules R
1 

and 

R
2 

respectively. Except for comparisons with random selection, we have not 

as yet demonstrated any rationale motivating the choice of these parti

cular decision rules. Therefore in this chapter, we build a case for the 

chotce of decision rules R
1 

and R2 , and it is shown that they possess cer

tain desirable properties, some or all of which would. be required of optimal 

classes of decision functions. 

In section 6.2 it is shown that the statistics Zand W associated 

with decision rules R
1 

and R
2 

are functions of the sufficient statistic 

(X,Y). This should be considered a necessary requirement, but not much value 

can be attached to the property, because it follows that Z is not sufficient 

for the parameter 0 of Type 1 ordering nor is W sufficient for the parameter 

w of Type 2 ordering. 

The stature of decision rules R
1 

and R
2 

is elevated in section 6.3 

where we show that the maximum likelihood estimator if the ordered par-

ameter (0[l]'e[2 ], ••• ,e[k]) is the ordered statistic (z[l]'z[2 ], ••• ,z[k]}, 

and the maximum li~elihood estimator of the ordered parameter 

the maximum likelihood estimators rank the populations in the same way 

as the two decision rules. 

Both problems are invariant with respect to the group of transformations 
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• 
consisting of reversing any or all of the component means, equal changes of 

scale, and equal translations of all population means. In section 6.4 a 

maximal invariant is derived, and it is shown that both decision rules are 

functions of the maximal invariant, and hence are invariant themselves •. 

Properties of consistency and unbiasedness appropriate for the two 

decision problems are defined in section 6.5, and it is an immediate conse

quence of the previous results in chapters II and IV that decision rules 

R
1 

and R
2 

possess both properties. Unbiasedness is more narrowly defined 

than usual because it is clear that no reasonable decision rule would 

choose the best population with greater probability than each inferior 

population for all values of the unknown means (µ,v). 

Finally in section 6.6 we rule out decis~on rules based on linear 

combinations a X + (1-a)Y. For any reasonable invariant decision rule 

based on such linear combinations, the probability of correct selection 

for an unconditional least favorable configuration is zero unless all 

populations are selected. 

6.2 Sufficiency 

In this section and those following we will use the following abbre

viated notation whenever it will simplify the discussion: 

(X,Y) = 

xll' Y11' x21' Y21' ••• , xkl' Ykl 

x12' Y12' x22' Y22' ••• , xk2' Yk2 
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(x,Y) 

(µ ,v) 

z 

e 

w 

t 

E 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

<x1, Y 1, x2, Y2, • • • , xk, Yk) 

(µ1, vl, µ2, v2, ••• , µk, vk) 

( zl, z2, ... ' zk ) 

( el, e2, ... ' ek ) 

( wl, w2, ... ' wk ) 

( tl, t2' ... ' tk ) 

-, 

El 0 . . . 0 

I 
0 E2 

I . 
. . . I 
0 • • • . . . . . . Ek 

_J 

where (X,Y) represents a random sample of size n from a multivariate 

normal distribution with mean (µ,v) and covariance matrix E, (X,Y) is 

the sample mean, zi = max(x1 ,Yi}' ei = max(µi,vi), Wi = min(Xi,Yi), 

o1> i = min ( µ i, Vi) , and I: i = a 11 C ~], ( i = 1, 2 , ••• , k} . In some cases 

we will also let (X,Y} represent a random vector (x1 ,Y
1

,x2 ,Y2 , ... ,Xk,Yk), 

and there should be no danger of confusion. 

As stated in chapter I the basic motivation behind the choice of 

decision rules R
1 

and R
2 

for their respective problems is the analogy 

between the parameters e and t, and the statistics Zand W. In the re

maining sections of this chapter it will be shown that this analogy 

carries with it certain desirable properties. 

Let L(X,Y;µ,v) represent the likelihood function in the observations. 
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• 
Then 

(6.2.1) log L(X,Y;µ,v) 

1 

= -nk log 27Lcr11 (1-p2 ) 2 -[1/2(1-p2 )cr11_J 

k [n n n ] 2 - 2 - - 2 - 2 • I:: I:: Xi . -2µinX . +nµ. -2p I:: gt .. Yi·. -v . nX . -µ. nYi+nµ. v 1+ I:: Yi . -2V . nY. +nv i 
i 1 . l J 1 1 . l 1J J 1 L 1 1 ~-. l J 1 1 
= J= J= J= 

and it follows immediately from the factorization criterion (Cramer [5]) 

that (X,Y) is a sufficient statistic for (µ,v). 

The- statistics Zi = max(X.,Yi) and W. = min(X.,Y.), (i = 1,2, ••• ,k), of 
1 1 1 1 

decision rules R
1 

and R
2 

respectively. a:re thus s·een to be functions .of a suffi-

ciertt statistic~ It is clear that z~·is not suffi~ient fore: nor is Wi suffi-
1 L 

cient for~-, for suppose we narrow the class of distributions to those 
1 

admitting only conditional least favorable configurations for each problem. 

Then sufficient statistics for B[i] are X(i) + Y(i)' (i ¢ k), and 

max(X(k)'y(k)) and sufficient statistics for ~[i] are max(X(i)'y(i)), 

(i J k), and x(k'+Y(k)· 

That Zand Ware functions of a sufficient statistic and are not 

themselves sufficient raises the question of their appropriateness for the 

two problems considered in this paper. The maximum likelihood principle, 

however, tends to provide justificiation as shown in the next section. 

6.3 Maximum likelihood 

Again appealing to the log of the likelihood function (6.2.1), taking 

partial derivatives in terms of µi and vi, and equating these to zero, 

we obtain 

( 6. 3 . 1) [-2nX + 

-2nY: + 

2nµ. + 2pnY. - 2pnv. = 0 
L 1 L 

, ( i = 1,2, ••• ,k). 
2nvi + 2pnX. - 2pnµi = 0 

1 
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Upon simplifying we reveal the well known fact that the maximum likelihood 

estimator of the mean (µ,v) of a multivariate normal distribution is the 

sample mean (X,Y). 

Now it can be seen immediately that the maximum likelihood estimators 

of the functions 

are given by 

The truth of this assertion can be verified by the following rule: 

If xi~ Yi, set xi= µi and Yi= vi in the likelihood function, 

in either case we always replace (µ,v) with (X,Y), it follows from above 

that the likelihood function is thereby maximized and the assertion is 

verified. 

Summarizing the results to this point, it has been shown that (W,Z) 

is a function of a sufficient statistic for (~,e) and also is the maximum 

likelihood estimator of (~,e). We can once again appeal to the likeli

hood function and by a similar process discover that the maximum like

lihood estimator of 

is given by 

This orders the populations in the same way as decision rules R1 

and R
2 

and gives these rules added stature: 
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(1) For Type 1 ordering always select the population associated with 

Z[k]' and also select the population associated with Z[i] if 

(Z[k]-Z[i]) ~ d, ([i]' [k]), d ~ O. 

(2) For Type 2 ordering always select the population associated with 

W[k]' and also select the population associated with W[i] if 

(W[krW[i]) -~ d, ([i.]' [k]), d ~ O. 

Since (X,Y) is multivariate normal with mean ( µ,v) and covariance 

matrix E/n, it-follows innnediately that Zand Ware-consistent estimators 

of e and t respectively. This carries over to a similar property of 

consistency for probability of correct selection which will be discussed 

in section 6.5. 

6.4 Invariance 

In ranking the multivariate normal populations 7f. in terms of 
1. 

max(µi,v.) or min(µ.,v.), it is clear that the ranking is unaffected 
1. . 1. 1. 

by reversing any or all of the means (µ.,v.), (i = 1,2, ••• ,k). It is 
1. 1. 

similarly unaffected by translations of all of the means by the same 

finite amount or by the same change of scale. We will combine these 

three·types of transformations into a single class and show that. 

the two-problems -arid decision -rules discussed in this paper are invari

ant with respect· to the class o-f ·transformations. 

Let (X,Y) be any 2k-dimensional vector in the sample space X. 

The class of.transformations to be considered is of. the type 

T(X,Y) = A(X,Y)' + B, 

where A represents a square 2k-dimensional matrix with 2-dimensional sub

matrices on the diagonal and zero's elsewhere 
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0 

0 

A = 

0 

Ai is a matrix ~ :] or [: :] , a> 0, (i = 1,2, ••• ,k)., ari,d 

B = (b,b, ••• ,b)', - ~ < b < ~. Any particul~r transformation T(p) in the 

class will be identified by the partic~lar matrix (A(o) ,B(o)) as~ocia~ed 

with it. In seeking invarian~ sta~tstics w~ will limit co~sideration to 

functions of the sufficient stattstic (X,Y) $ince nothing ca~ be lost by 

this restriction. The following discu~sion will ge~e~,\ly follow the 

notation and procedures in Lehmann [13]. 

Theorem 6.4.1 

The class of transformations defined by l(X,Y) = A(X,Y)' +Bis 

a group. 

Proof 

To s·how that the class is a group we mu~t show that an op~fation of 

multiplication can be defined which processes th~ associa~ive property, 

that there is an identity element and a unique inverse of e~ch element in 

the class. 

For any two element;s T(l) and T(2 )_ in the class, the p1:od1tct element 

T(l) T(2 ) = T( 3) is defined as the transformation with matrix 

class. 
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It is. i~ed.iate~y verif~ed f!om this definition of multiplication 

that for ~ny th~~e elements T(l), T(2 ), and T( 3) in the class 

(T(l)T( 2 ))T(3) = . T(l}(T(2 )T_( 3)) and has matrix 

(A(l)A(~)A(3), A(l)A(?)B( 3} + A(l)B( 2 ) + B(l)) which is an element of the 

class and therefore the associative property holds. 

The identity. eleme~t Eis the one,with matrix (I,o) where I is an 

-1 identity matrix, and for each element T, the unique inverse T is the 

element with.matrix- (A- 1, -A~1 B) which is a member of the class. Thus 

the class is-a group, and we will call it group G. 

Theorem 6.4.2 

The problem defined by Type 1 ordering of populations is invariant 

with respect to group G. 

Proof 

T~e. probl_em will be invariant if T(X,Y) leaves the family of- distri

butions invariant, if the corresponding transformation of tlie decision 

space is a homomorphism, and if the loss function is invariant. 

Now for each random variable (X, Y), the transformed random variable 

T(X, Y) is multivariate normal with induced transformed parameters -

T(µ,v;E) = (T(µ,v);a2E), 

and this is a member of the family of multivariate normal distributions 

considered for the Type 1 problem. 

We can describe the decision space Din terms of the totality of 

decisions permitted by the problem 

d(i1,i2 , ••• ,im) is the decision that 

7f[k-r€{7f i ,7f · , • • • ,7f. } , ( 1 ~ i. ~ k}, ( 1 ~ m ~ k). 
J 1 12 im J 
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Thus for .each m there are(~) possible decisions and m rang$s from 1 to k, 

Since the ranking e[l] ~ a[ 2 ] ~ ••• , ~ e[k] is iqvariant under the 

induced transformation T, we will define the transformation T* of each 

decision d(i1,i2 , •.. ,im) as the identity transfor~tion, and this is 

clearly a homomorphism T*(T(l)T(2)) = T*(T(l)) T*(T( 2)). 

It will finally be shown that the two loss functions discu,sed in 

chapter III are invariant with respect to the group of transformations. 

The two loss functions are L1(µ,v;d) and L2{µ,v;d) where {µ,v) represe~ts 

the population means and now d represents any of the decisions defined 

above (in the previous notation d represented a parameter of decision 

rule R
1

) . Then 

L1(µ,V;d) 

k 

= 

where as before E ej represents the subset size (m) and (1-~[k]) repre
j=l 

sents the event 'lT[k] t {'1Ti ,1Ti , ••• ,1Ti} • Since the ranking of populations 
1 2 m 

and the decisions are invariant, so is the loss function. Similarly 

= 

Let transformation T be applied. Then 

L
2 

( T ( µ , V ) ; T*d) 

= L
2

(µ,V;d), 

where we have used the property that T(µ,v;E) = {T{µ,v);a2 Ep,and hence 

L
2

(µ,v;d) is also invariant. Thus the problem is invariant. 
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The problem defined by Type 2 ordering of populations is invariant 

with respect to group G. 

Proof 

The proof is essentially identical to that of Theorem 6.4.2 and hence 

will be omitted. 

Theorem 6.4.4 

The statistic H(W,Z) is a maximal invariant under group G, where 

H(W,Z) 

1 

and C = (a11/n)2 • 

Proof 

Z[k-1]-W[k-l] 
C 

, ... , 

To show that H(W,Z) is maximal invariant we must first show that it is 

invariant, and then show that H(W,Z) = H(W(l) ,z(l)) implies that 

(X(l) ,Y(l)) = T(X,Y) for sime Tin G. 

Now the transformation T(X,Y) = (aX+b, aY+b) or (aY+b, aX+b) 

induces the transformation 

= H(W,Z) 

and hence H(W,Z) is invariant. 

Suppose H(W,Z) = H(W(l),z(l)). Then it can easily be verified that 

z~l) = 
J 

aZ. + b 
J 

aw.+ b 
J 

, (j = 1,2, ••• ,k) , 
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Thus 

max (x~ 1) , y~ 1) ) = a ma.x(Xj,Yj) + b 
J J ' (j = 1,2, ••• ,k), 

. (x( 1) y( 1) ) = a min (X. , Y. ) + b min j , j 
J J 

and this implies that 

= A . (X. , Y. ) ' + ( b, b) ' , ( j = 1, 2, ••• , k) , 
J J J 

where A. = fa 01 or [O a7 , and hence (X( l) ,Y( l)) = T(X, Y), where T 
J ~ aJ a oJ 

has matrix (A,B). Thus H(W,Z) is maximal invariant. 

Decision rules R
1 

and R
2 

are both functions of this maximal invariant, 

rule R1 involving only the differences (Z[k]-Z[k-l]'Z[k]-Z[k-2 ], ••• ,z[k]-Z[l]) 

and rule R2 involving only the differences 

justification to the choice of these rules for their respective problems. 

6.5 Consistency and unbiasedness 

Two characteristics which we would want any decision function to possess 

are consistency and unbiasedness. By consistency is meant the tendency of 

the decision function to converge to a correct decision with increasing 

sample size. Unbiasedness in a broad sense is usually understood to imply_ 

that for any parameter point the decision function is more likely to choose 

a correct decision than any incorrect one. We will choose a more limited 

concept of unbiasedness by stipulating that a decision function is unbiased 

if the lower bound of probability of correct selection is an increasing 

function of the normalized distance 5* between the best and second best 

populations. 
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.... For the Type 1 decision problem we will refer to (B[k]-B[k-l]) = 

i* -
(a11/n) 28_ as simply the "distance" between the best and second best popu-

i * lations, and similarly (~[k]-~[k-l]) = (a11/n) 2 8 as the corresponding 

* distance for the Type 2 decision problem. It will be observed that 8 in 

both cases is an increasing function of distance a1.1i sample size. 

Definition of Consistency 

A decision function R is consistent if, for fixed positive distance 

between the best and second best populations, 

* lim inf P(CS:(µ,v),Rj8) = 1 
n-+ co ( µ , V ) -

Definition of Unbiasedness 

A decision function R is unbiased if, for fixed n, 

* inf P (CS; ( µ, V) ,RI 8~) ~ 
(µ,v) 

* inf P(CS;(µ,v),Rl81), 
(µ,v) 

.rt can be immediately verified that decision rules R
1 

and R
2 

possess 

these properties, based on derivations in chapters II and IV. For the 

Type_ 1 decision problem and dec-ision ··ru~_e R
1 

* inf P(CS;(µ,v),dl8) 
(µ,v) -

00 * * k-1 = J. [F (u+d 1+8 ,u+d 1+8 )] f(u)du, 
-co p . -

* and since 8 is an increasing function of n for fixed (B[kre[k-l])' the 

consistency property follows, and clearly so does the unbiasedness property. 

For the Type 2 decision problem and decision rule R
2 

* inf P ( CS ; ( µ , V ) , d I 8 ) = 
(µ,v) 

00 

(k-1) f · Fe(-u+d '+8 * ,- u+d '.+8 ~) [F( u) ]k-2 f ( u)du, 
-co 

and consistency and unbiasedness follow for the same reasons as before. 
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The restricted definition of unbiasedness seems appropriate for these I. 

two problems since it is unreasonable to require a decision function to 

select the best population 1T[k] with greater probability than any inferior 

population, for all parameter points (µ,v). If a decision function selects 

population 1f[k] with a greater probability than any inferior population 

when the population means are oriented according to what we have called a 

least favorable configuration, it may not perform well when the orientation 

of means is more favorable to population 1T[k]' and conversely. What we 

ask is a guarantee that, as the orientation becomes more favorable to popu-

lation 1T[k]' the decision function becomes more partial to it. 

6.6 Decision functions based on linear combinations 

The two decision rules considered in this paper ignore some of the 

information provided by the data in the sense that decision rule R
1 

con

siders only the statistic Z, where Zi = max(Xi,Yi) and decision rule R
2 

considers only the statistic W, where Wi = min(Xi,Yi), i = 1,2, ••• ,k). 

We might wish to investigate certain classes of decision functions which· 

more fully utilize the data. 

Consider some class Rt of decision functions based on linear combina

tions of the form 
1 

ti = ( n/cr 11 ) 2 [ a: xi + ( 1-0: )Yi l, o < a: < 1, ( i = 1, 2 , ••• , k )_. 

If we impose the condition of invariance, it follows that a: must equal 

1/2, and furthermore each decision function in the class Rt nrust be a func

tion of the statistic: 

Q
0 (x ,Y) = 

Where the superscript indicates that a:= 1/2, and the subscript ranks the t. 
J 
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~ [ k] ~ ~ [ k-1] ~ • • • ~ ~ [ 1] . 

Clearly q0 (x,Y) is a function of the maximal invariant H(W,Z) discussed in 

se.ction 6.4, and hence is invariant. 

Wheth~r. we are concerned with the Type 1 or Type 2 decision problem, 

the main interest _is in large values of the population means. Thus in 

either case the class Rt s~ould rank the populations from most to least 

preferred in the order ~[k]'~[k-l]'···,~[1] • Thus if a decision function 

within the class chooses the population associated with ~[i]' it should also 

choose the population associated with t[ .. 1, for all (1 ~ j ~ k-i). With 
. l.+J 

this added restriction on the class, we will show that the lower bound of 

probability of correct selection is zero unless all populations are retained. 

Let ~(k) represent the linear combination for population 7r[k]· 

if it can be shown for both decision problems that 

(6.6.1) 

the ~ssertion will follow. 

Then 

Consider a conditional least f~vorable configuration derived in chapter 

II for the Type 1 decision problem. Then (X(k) + Y(k)) is normally distrib-

. i 
uted with mean lim [2µ[k]-(o11/n) 2 a2(k)] and variance [2(l+p)(o11/n)], 

62(k}-+ .. ~ 

i * and (Xj+Yj) is normally distributed with mean [2µ[k]-2(o
11

/n) 2 5_] and the 

same variance. After transforming to standardized variables 

(6.6.2} 

* i k 1 = f· lim [1-F(u-[52(k)-25_]/[2(l+p)] 2
)] - f(u)du = 

-00 52(k)~ 00 

00 

1 . 
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Similarly consider a conditional least favorable configuration derived 

in chapter IV for the Type 2 decision problem. Then (X(k)+Y(k)) is normally 

distributed with mean 2µ[k] and variance [2(l+p)(a11 /n)-], and (Xj+Yj) is 

.!. * normally distributed with mean lim [2µ[k]+(a 11/n) 2 (e. - 26_}] and the 
€ j~ 00 J 

same variance. Again transforming to standardized variables 

sup P{t(k) = min(t1 ,t2 , ••• ,tk)) 
{µ,V) . . . . 

* .!. ~ lim P{U(k) ~ U. + [e.-26 ]/[2(1+p) 2
] 

e.--.00 J J -
j * (k)) 

J 

00 

= f IT /~ni.,,' [l-F(u(k)-[Ej-28~]/[2(l+p)i)]f(u(k))du(k) = 1. 

- 00 j*(k) . J 

Thus for either problem there is a configuration of population means 

for which the linear combination ~(k) of the best population is the minimum 

linear combination with probability 1, and therefore the lower bound of 

correct-selection is zero unless all populations are selected. We may 

therefore conclude that decision functionsbased on linear combinations of 

the component sample means of each population are not suitable for the two 

problems considered in this paper. 
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Appendix A Table of P'{RO,D' ,K): 

RO=O.O 

k: 

o' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i6 1 1 

.o .333333 .200000 .142857 .111111 .090909 •. 076923 H)66667 i.058824 e052632 •047619 

• 1 •3619.78 •224049 el 6304 7 • 128488 ~166185 .090576 .679029 •070133 •063066 •057313 
.2 .391392 •249631 el84978 •147643 • 1-23214 •ib5934 .093039 e083032 0075032 •068484 
.3 ,421415 •276654 e208626 •168597 • 142048 I • i 23070 .108786 .697622 .088641 •081251 
.4 .451875 •305001 .233936 •191343 • 1"62716 I •142039 •126345 •113991 .103993 •095722 
•5 .482593 •334p33 e26Q827 •215847 • 1'85219 .162870 • 145765 el32267 .121167 •111987 
•6 .513387 •365088 •289188 •242045 •209529 .185564 .167071 •"152312 •140223 • 130118 
.7 .544073 •396485 .318882 •269841 e235588 .210092 •190260 .1 74324 .161194 0150162 
.a .574469 •428526 .349745 e299112 .263305 .236395 •215296 • 198228 .184085 •172141 
.9 .604401 •46100_3 •381592 •329702 .292560 •264380 .242112 •223979 i.208868 •196043 

I l•O • 6-3 37.:~·.e •493699 ·4·14216 •361434 • 32320"1 .293921 .270605 •251496 e235483 e221824 
\0 w ./ 

I 

1 • 1 •662216 •526393 .447397 e394103 e 3:5504.8 I ·3·24862 .300643 •280667 .263834 •249406 
1.2 •689800 •558866 .480903 •427489 .387896 , -.357017 .332059 • 31 1343 e293792 •278676 
1•3 .716;331 •590903 e514496 •461353 11421519, .390177 e364659 .343347 e325194 •309486 
1•4 .741698 •622300 .547939 •495451 .455676 e424i08 .398222 •376471 e357846 •341655 
ie5 .765812 •652865 e580994 •529532 • 490114 •4·58563 .432508 •410485 •391529 •374974 
1•6 .788602 ·682424 •613438 •563347 • 5-24576 •493282 .467262 •445138 0425998 •409208 
1•7 .81ooi6 •710822 .645059 e596654 .558802 .528001 .502216 i.480166 .460995 0444102 
1•8 .830022 •737926 •675664 e629223 .592544 .562457 •537103 i515298 •496246 •479386 
i•9 •848665 •763627 •705080 •660842 •625561 .596394 .571655 .550261 ,531477 •514783 
2.0 0865767 •787839 .733157 e691318 .657631 .629568 .605614 .584785 .566411 .550013 

2.1 .881527 .010501 e759773 •720483 .688553 .661755 e6387~7 e618616 e600783 .584802 
2•2 .895917 .831577 11784832 •748195 .718151 .692751 .670801 .651512 .634339 •618887 
2o3 .908982 •85i053 e808265 .774341 ,746276 .722380 .7oi6o5 .683257 .666847 •652023 
2•4 .920777 e868935 .830029 •798837 .7_72809 •750493 .730979 e713658 .698099 e683988 
2•5 .931365 •885250 e850107 •821625 ,797659 .776972 .758780 .742552 .727912 •714584 
2•6 .940817 •900042 i868506 e842678 .820769 .861732 .784897 •769808 •756139 •743648 
2•7 .949208 •913369 11885254 e861994 ,842166 · .824715 .869252 .795327 .782661 0771044 
2•8 .956616 •925302 •900400 •879594 .861669 .845896 •831797 •819043 0807395 •796673 
2•9 .963118 •935921 e914006 e895522 .879479 .865275 •852515 e846919 .830288 •820467 
3•0 0968795 •945311 .926149 e909839 .895580 .882881 .871415 e860g51 .851320 e842394 



TABLE OF P(RO,D~K) 

RO=O.b 

k 

o' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 i 

3 • 1 .973725 ·953566 .936917 e922620 .910035 .898762 .888534 e879161 .870501 •862447 
3•2 .977981 .966777 •946403 .933955 t922923 •912987 .963929 •895593 .887864 •880653 
3e3 e98i636 .967039 .954707 .943940 •934336 •925639 .917674 •910315 •903467 •897658 
3•4 .984758 e972443 .961936 •952678 .944374 .936814 .929866 .923410 .917388 •911733 
3.5 .987410 .977081 •968173 .960275 .953142 .946617 •940589 e934976 •929717 e924765 
3e6 .989650 .981036 .973535 .966836 .960751 .955157 •949967 e945118 •940559 •936254 
3.7 .991533 .994399 .978112 •972466 .9673.10 .962547 •958110 .953949 .950026 •946310 
3.9 .993107 •987216 .981994 .977267 .972926 i968898 e965131 .961586 .958234 e955050 
3.9 .994415 e989584 11985267 .981334 •977763 .974319 •971143 e968144 .965300 •962591 
4.0 .995497 .991558 .988010 .984757 .981740 .978917 .976257 .973737 .971341 •969052 

I 4 • 1 .996386 •993192 e990294 e987621 .985130 .982790 •980577 .979475 .976470 e974550 
'E- 4•2 .997114 .994539 .992184 •990002 •987959 .• 986031 .984203 .982461 .980795 •979196 

I 
.988727 .985792 •984417 e983094 4.3 .997707 •995641 .993740 .991969 .990303 •987226 

4.4 .998186 .996538 .995013 .993584 •992235 .990953 .989730 .988557 .987430 .986343 
4•5 .998573 .997265 e996048 .994902 •993816 •992781 .991790 •990837 .989920 e989033 
4•6 .998882 .997850 •9.96884 .995971 • 9:95103 ,994272 .993474 e992705 .991963 e991245 
4•7 .999129 .998319 •997557 •996833 ,996143 .995480 .994842 .994226 .993630 e993051 
4•8 .999324 11998692 .998094 .997524 •996978 .996453 ·995946 e995456 .994980 e994517 
4.9 .999478 .998987 .998521 .998075 .997646 .997232 .996832 e996444 .996067 e995699 
5•0 .999599 .999220 .998858 .998511 .998176 .997852 .997539 .997233 .996936 •996646 

-

5 • 1 .999694 •999462 .999123 .999954 .998595 .998343 e998698 .997859 .997626 •997399 
5.2 .999767 .999544 e999330 .999123 .998923 .998728 •998538 .999353 .998172 •997994 
5.3 .999824 .999654 .999491 .999333 .999179 .999029 .998883 .998740 .998600 e998462 
5.4 .999867 .999739 .999615 .999495 .999377 .999263 .999151 .999041 •998933 e998828 
5.5 t999900 .999804 .999710 .999619 .999530 .999443 .999358 e999274 .999192 e999112 
5e6 .999926 .999953 .999793 .999715 .99964"8 .999582 .999517 .999454 .999392 e999330 
5.7 .999945 .999891 .999939 .999787 .999737 t999688 .999639 e999591 .999544 .999498 
s.a .999959 e999919 .999880 .999842 .999805 · .999768 .999732 .999696 .999661 •999626 
5.9 .999970 .999941 .999912 .999884 .999856 .999828 e999801 .999775 .999748 •999723 
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·3.9 .995997 •992372 .989035 •985928 .983012 e980258 .977643 •975152 .972768 •970482 
4.0 .996766 .993814 .991079 .988521 .986109 .983824 .981646 e979565 .977570 .975651 

I 
,988703 ,985016 ~ 4 • 1 .997399 •995008 .992779 .990685 .986817 ·983289 •981629 .980029 

~ 
I\) 4•2 .997918 •995991 •994185 .992480 .990860 .989315 .987833 .986416 .985638 .983712 
I 

4.3 •998341 .996796 .995341 .993961 41992645 .991386 .990175 •989009 .987882 •986792 
4.4 .998685 •997452 .996286 .995175 .994113 e993093 .992110 e991160 .990241 •989356 
4.5 .998962 •997983 .997654 •996165 ,995313 •994491 .993698 .992930 .992185 .991466 
4e6 .999185 .998412 .997675 .996968 ,996287 .995630 .994994 •994376 •993776 •993191 
4.7 e9993o2 •998756 •998174 .997615 ,997075 e996552 .996045 .99555i .995071 e994602 
4e8 .999504 e999030 e998574 •998134 ,997768 .997294 .996892 e996500 •996118 .995744 
4.9 .999616 •999247 •998891 .998547 ,998213 e997888 .997571 i997261 .996959 e996663 
5.('.) .999704 e999419 .999142 .998875 .998614 .998360 .998111 e997869 .997631 e997398 

5 • 1 .999773 •999553 .999340 e999133 .998930 •998733 .998540 •998350 e998165 •997982 
5,2 .999827 .999658 .999495 .999335 ,999179 .999026 .998877 ·998730 e998586 .998444 
5.3 .999868 •999740 .999615 •999493 .999373 .999256 .999141 e999028 .998916 •9988()7 
5.4 .999900 •999803 .999708 •999615 .999524 •999434 .999346 e999259 e999174 e999090 
5.5 .999925 .999852 .999780 •999709 .999640 .999572 e999505 •999439 .999374 •999369 
5e6 .999944 •999889 •999835 •999782 .999729 e999678 e999627 .999577 •999528 •999479 
5.7 .999958 .999917 .999877 .999837 .999798 .999759 e999721 e999683 .999646 .999609 
5e8 .999969 e999938 .999908 .999879 .999849 .999826 e999792 ·999764 .999736 •999708 
5.9 .999977 .999954 .999932 •999910 •999888 .999867 .999846 e999825 e9998b4 .999783 
6e0 .999983 .999967 .999950 .999934 .999918 .999902 .999886 e999871 .999855 .999840 

.~ 
.s 
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TABLE OF P (RO, D1,K) 

RO=l.O 

k 

o' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 iO 1 i 

•O .500000 •333333 .250000 .200000 .166667 .142857 .125000 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 .100000 •090909 

• 1 .528186 •361978 .276406 •224049 • 188634 e 163.047 el43675 •128488 •116254 • 1061.85 
.2 .556231 •391392 e304081 ,·249631 •212274 .184978 .164122 •147643 el34~79 •123214 
.3 .583998 •421415 •332894 •276654 .237529 ·,208626 .186346 •168597 • 154112 e 142648 
.4 .611351 •451875 .362696 e305001 .264317 .233936 .210302 •191343 •175765 •162716 
•5 .638163 • 48259'3 .393318 .334533 .292527 .260827 .235951 •215847 .199223 •1852i9 
•6 .664313 • 51338'7 •424578 •365088 .322024 .289188 •263200 •242045 •224446 •209529 
•7 .689691 .54407·3 •456283 •396485 .352646 .318882 •291934 •269841 •251342 •235588 
.a .714196 •574469 .488231 •428526 .384213 .349745 .322010 .299112 •279822 •263305 
•9 .737741 •604401 .520216 •461003 e416524 e381592 .353256 .329702 .309741 .292560 

I 1.0 .760250 •633702 .552031 e493699 .449365 .414216 .385481 •361434 •340936 •323261 ~ 
~ 
w 

I 
1 • 1 .781662 •662216 ~583477 •526393 •482510 .447397 .418470 .394103 11373213 •355048 
1•2 .801928 •689800 e614357 .558866 •515730 .480903 .451996 e427489 e406360 •387896 
1•3 .821015 •716331 .64449'1 e590903 e548793 •514497 .485819 •461353 e440144 •421519 
1•4 .838961 •741698 .673716 •622300 ,581474 .547938 .519695 •495451 .474321 •455676 
1•5 .855578 •765812 .701863 •652865 ~613555 e580994 .553379 e529532 e508638 •4-90114 
1•6 .871050 e788602 .728818 ·682424 .644830 .613438 .586632 •563347 .542839 •524576 
1•7 .885334 11810016 .754467 •710822 .6'75114 .645059 e619225 •596654 11576675 •558802 
1 •8 .898454 .930022 .778719 •737926 .704237 .675664 11650943 e629223 •609903 i592544 
1•9 .910445 •848605 e801509 •763627 •732057 .705080 11681592 ·660842 e642296 •625561 
2.0 .921350 .865767 .822793 .797939 .758452 .733157 .710998 •691318 .673645 e6576;31 

2 • 1 .931218 e881527 .842548 .810501 .783328 .759773 .739015 •720483 .763765 e688553 
2.2 .940103 .895917 .860773 .8~1577 .8066'17 •784832 .765522 e748195 .732494 •718151 
2•3 .948062 .9os·992 .877482 •851053 e828276 .808265 .790427 .774341 .759702 e746276 
2.4 .955157 .926777 .aa2711 .868935 .848286 .830029 .813664 e798837 .785285 •772869 
2•5 .961450 ·931365 e906505 .885250 .866652 •8501·67 .835197 e821625 e869169 e797659 
2•6 e967004 • 9408'i'7 .918926 e900042 .883400 .868506 .855014 .842678 .831311 •826769 
2.7 .971881 ·949208 e930043 •913369 •898514 .885254 .873129 e861994 .851693 .842106 
2.s .976143 .956616 .939934 .925302 .912232 .900400 .889576 e879594 .870325 •861669 
2•9 .979848 .963118 .948682 11935921 ,924448 .~14006 .904409 •895522 .887239 .879479 
3•0 0983053 •968795 0956374 0945311 .935305 .926149 e917697 .969839 0902488 .895580 



TABLE OF 
' I i PCRO,D,K) 

RO=loO 

k 

o' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i6 1 1 

3 • 1 • 985811 •973725 e963698 .953566 ,944892 .936917 .929522 i922626 •916143 •916035 
3.2 e988t74 •977981 •96894i .960777 ~953366 .946453 e939976 ~933955 •928285 .922923 
3e3 o990r88 .981636 •973996 0967039 i960644 .954707 .949158 .943946 .939011 .934336 
3.4 .991895 e984758 0978326 •972443 •967003 i961930 i957170 •952678 ~948422 •944374 

.987.416 
/ 

.977081 e97248f •964116 •966275 •953142 3.5 0993336 •982030 .968173 0956624 
3•6 •994545 0989650 0985176 •981036 •977F!O .973535 0970099 •966836 •9li>3726 •960751 

e9915~3 .987832 
. ~.: 

0969834 •967316 3•7 0995556 .984389 • 981160 0978112 0975221 •972466 
.:'.3•8 0996395 .~93107 e990062 0987216 .984534 .981994 0979577 .977267 •975653 •972926 
:9.9 .997090 .994415 .991924 .989584 ~987371 .985267 0983258 .981334 0979484 0977763 
4.0 0997661 .995497 .993476 .991558 .989742 0988010 0986351 •984757 .983222 •981746 

I 

0985136 I-' 4 0 1 .998129 .996386 ·994746 .993192 ,991711 .996294 .988932 0987621 •986355 I-' 
.,::- 4.2 0998510 e9971i4 •995794 0994538 .993337 .992184 e99t674 .990002 .988965 .98('959 I 

4.3 0998819 .997767 .996656 .995641 .994672 .. 993746 0992840 •991969 •9911?4 •996363 
4.4 0999669 .998l86 .997345 .996538 .995762 0995013 0994288 .993584 0992966 0992235 
4•5 0999269 0998573 .997965 .997265 ,996647 .996048 0995467 .9949()2 0994353 0993816 
4e6 .999428 .998882 •998357 .997850 1997360 .996884 0996422 .995971 0995532 •995163 
4•7 .999555 .999129 ·.9997f7 0998319 ,997933 0997557 0997191 .996833 .0996484 .996143 
4.9 0999656 e999324 .999003 .998692 .998389 0998094 0997866 .997524 •997249 0996979 
4.9 0999735 .999478 .999229 .998987 .998751 0998521 .998296 0998075 0997859 0997646 
5•0 0999797 .999599 0999407 .999226 .999037 0998858 0998683 .998511 0998342 0998176 

5 • 1 e999845 .999694 •999546 .999462 ,999261 0999123 0998988 .998854 0998723 •998595 
5.2 .999882 •999767 •999654 .999544 ,999436 .999330 e999226 .999123 0999022 •998923 
5o3 0999911 0999824 •999738 .999654 .999572 •999491 • 999411 .999333 •999255 •999179 
5o4 0999933 •999861 •999862 .999739 ,999676 e999615 .999554 .999495 0999436 •999377 
5.5 0999950 099990·0 .999852 .999804 •999757 .99971 ·o .999664 e999619 .999574 •999536 
5116 0999962 e999926 .999889 .999853 .999818 •999783 •999749 e999715 0999681 •999648 
5.7 0999972 .999945 .999918 .999·991 .999865 0999839 0999813 •999787 0999762 0999737 
508 0999979 .999959 .999939 •999919 .999900 .999886 0999861 .999842 0999823 0999805 
5.9 0999985 .999970 .999955 .999941 .999926 .999912 0999898 .999884 0999876 0999856 
6•0 0999989 .999979 .999967 .999956 .999946 0999935 0999925 .999915 0999904 0999894 

~ 

•' 
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Appendix B Table of P ( 1 , RO , D ' , K) 

R0=0.0 
k. 

o' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i6 

.c .666667 •400000 .285714 .222222 ~181818 .153846 .133333 .-117647 .165263 
-· 

• 1 .694:394 •435243 .318746 •252162 •208947 .178586 .156646 •138646 el24795 
0 2 .721071 •471007 .353299 •284133 e2383e$3 .265724 el81219 • 162 i 12 

I 

• 146778 
.3 .746581 •507001 •389116 •317949 •269949 .235220 .268841 1d88074 • 1 71 271 
.4 .770828 e542928 .425967 .353377 .363535 i266954 .238847 •216509 -198287 
.5 .793734 •578496 .463356 e390140 • 338898 .300756 •271116 •247335 .2277E;,6 
06 0815240 •613417 0561126 0427924 ,375766 .336401 .305466 ·280414 .259648 
•7 .835369 •647424 e538876 0468386 .413823 '0373611 •341660 ·315545 e293727 
oB .853923 •680270 0576263 .505163 ~452721 .412663 .379406 e352470 •329789 
•9 0871080 •711736 e612955 e543883 ~4"92083 .451397 0418367 e390878 .367552 

I 
1.0 .886798 0741635 .648638 e582176 .531521 .491224 .458167 0430411 .406680 

..... ..... 
0619685 .531142 .498404 .446794 \J"I 1 • 1 e901f08 0769815 0683028 •570643 •470678 

I 
1 •2 .914056 0796161 e715873 .656074 .609067 •576744 0538663 e511261 •487482 
lo3 .925699 •820594 0746962 0691042 .646433 .609633 .578526 ,551735 .528317 
1•4 .936163 .943()73 .776126 e724325 .682416 .647436 .617589 •591674 .568861 
1•5 .945344 •863588 .803241 •755705 •716716 .683816 0655472 e630671 e608688 
1•6 .953499 .882163 .828228 .785012 e749089 .718456 .69183-2 i668351 •647396 
1.7 0960652 .898850 .851054 .812127 0779358 .751124 .726370 •704374 e68':f-615 
1•8 .966886 •913723 .871723 e836982 •807:'.380 .78161'8 0758842 •738456 .726625 
1•9 .972286 ·926877 0890277 .859554 •833076 .809800 .789060 .770364 .753356 
2. ('.) .976934 0938419 •966789 .879866 .856397 .835588 0816894 .799928 .784401 

2. 1 e9809C9 •948471 •921360 •897976 .877378 .85895'1 .842274 0827038 .8130f3 
2•2 .984288 0957158 e934108 .913980 e89607C .87991:3 .865185 .851644 .839169 
2o3 .987142 0964608 .945170 .927995 .912567 .898538 .885661 .873750 0862664 
2•4 .989537 e970950 .954687 .940160 .-926993 .914928 .903780 e893409 0883707 
2•5 .991535 •976368 

I : 

•9628C9 •950627 0939491 -.92921 ·4 .919659 e910720 •902315 
2•6 .993190 0980801 e969685 .959555 0956222 .941550 .933439 .925810 .918604 
2•7 e994554 0984541 .975459 .967106 .959353 .952io3 0945283 ~938837 ~932721 
2•8 e995670 0987633 11980266 .973437 . .967053 ~961047 0955368 .949974 0944834 
2o9 e996577 e990169 .984240 •978702 .973491 .968560 .963875 .959405 .955127 
3.0 0997310 e992235 .987499 .983044 0978826 .974Bi5 e97C984 •967315 •963790 



TABLE OF P ( 1 , RO , o', K ) 

Ro=o.o 

K 
o' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

3 • 1 .997898 e9939O6 •990151 .986595 .-983210 .979975 .976872 .973888 .971011 
3•2 .998368 •995247 •992292 0989476 .986782 .984196 e981705 e979300 •976974 
3.3 .998740 .996317 .994007 .991795 .989669 .987618 .985636 •983716 ,981852 
3i4 .999633 .997164 •995372 .993648 ~-991982 .990370 .988807 ~987287 e985808 
3.5 .999262 .997836 .996456 e9951i5 .993822 .992565 .991342 e"990156 .988986 
3·•6 .999440 e99835O .997294 •996269 ,·995272 •994300 .993352 •992424 •991517 
3.7 .999578 .998753 .997951 .997176 .996407 .995662 •994932 e994217 •993515 
3•8 .999684 .999064 .998459 .997868 .997289 .996721 e996i64 .9956i7 i995080 
3.9 .999765 .999362 .998848 .998404 .997968 .997539 .997118 e9967C3 ~996294 
4.0 .999826 e999482 .999145 .998813 .998487 .998166 .997949 .997537 .997229 

4 • 1 •999872 .999619 .999369 .999124 .998881 .9986~2 .998406 •998173 .997943 
I 

4•2 .999906 .999721 •999538 .999357 .999178 .999002 •998827 •998655 •998484 .... .... 
4.3 .999932 .999797 .999663 .999531 .999401 .• 999271 •999143 •999016 •998896 0\ 

I 4.4 .999951 •999853 •999756 e99966b .999566 ·.9994 71 .999379 .999285 •999193 
4.5 .999965 .999994 .999825 .999756 .999687 e9996i9 .999552 .999484 1999418 
4•6 .999975 .999925 e999875 .999825 .999776 i999727 .999679 e999631 e999583 
4.7 .999982 .999947 •999911 e999876 ,999841 •999806 •999772 •999737 •999763 
4.9 .999987 •999962 .999937 •999912 .999888 .9998~3 .999939 e999814 e999790 
4.9 .999991 .999974 .999956 .999939 .999921 .999904 .999887 •999869 i999852 
5.0 .999994 .999982 .999969 .999957 .999945 .999933 .999921 •999909 •999897 

5 • 1 .999996 .999997 .999979 .999970 .999962 .999954 0999945 .999937 •999929 
5e2 11999997 .999991 .999985 .999996 ,999974 .999968 .999962 .999957 .999951 
5.3 .999998 .999994 e999996 .999986 i999982 •999978 .999974 .999976 e999966 
5.4 .999999 e999996 .999993 .999991 .999988 .99998~ •999982 .999980 it999977 
5.5 .999999 .999997 .999995 .999994 .999992 .999990 .999988 e999986 .999995 
5•6 .999999 •999998 •999997 e999996 .999994 .999993 .999992 .999991 .999990 
5.7 1.060000 •999999 .999998 .999997 •999996 .999996 •999995 .999994 .999993 
5•8 1.000000 .999999 .999999 .999998 .999998 .999997 .999996 .999996 .999995 
5o9 .1.000000 .999999 .999999 .999999 .999998 .999998 .999998 .999997 .999997 
6•0 .1.000000 1. 000000 .999999 •999999 .999999 .999999 .999998 .999999 .999998 

.... 

•' ,, 
·•i 
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TABLE OF' P ( 1 , RO, D'• K ) 

R0=0•5 

K 
D' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

.o .615027 •383084 e277756 •217725 • 178978 .151913 el31945 0116609 •104461 
J 

• 1 .642912 •415076 .307635 11244919 ~203735 .i74582 o 152841 •135991 • l 22542 
•2 .670061 •447619 e338824 •273820 .2304Q9 .i99275 .175809 •157460 •142703 
.s .696349 •486495 •371131 e304289 .258908 .225943 •200836 •1~1632 .164985 
.4 .721665 •513480 0404344 e336153 .289106 .254498 0227869 0206685 • 189392 
•5 .745911 •546347 0438231 .369211 ~32083S e284Bi5 .256818 •234356 •215887 
•6 .769007 •578873 .472544 .403234 .353907 .316729 •287548 •263942 e244394 
.7 .790886 0610843 .507027 0437971 .388085 .350040 0319890 e295300 •274793 
·8 .811500 ·642053 .541422 •473157 .423118 .384515 .353632 0328244 .366924 
•9 0830815 •672314 .575474 .568516 •458733 .419894 0388535 e362551 e340584 

1.0 0848815 0701458 e608933 e543768 0494643 .455896 .424326 .397968 .375535 
I 
I-' 
I-' 

1 • 1 .86:5497 •729336 ,530556 .492225 .466716 0434211 •411565 -::i .641568 .578637 
I 

.s80872 0755824 .673162 .566186 .528577 0497399 •470978 e448201 1•2 0612859 
1 o3 .894967 .780824 .703524 0646183 .601231 .564649 .534062 •507954 0485366 
1•4 .907815 0804261 0732488 e678380 .635439 .600147 .570394 0544826 .522499 
1 • 5 .919464 0826088 e7599i6 0769249 0669556 .634790 .606095 e581260 e559455 
lo6 .929967 •846279 e785701 •738615 .700361 •668321 0640880 •616971 •595855 
lo7 e939386 •864836 i.809766 .766339 ,730662 0700509 .674488 .651668 .631399 
1•8 0947784 0881777 .832064 e792313 •759302 •731157 0706688 o685Q94 0665806 
lo9 .9552:33 0897142 e852575 .816462 .786157 .760100 .737283 •717022 .698827 
2.0 .961802 0910986 ·• 871310 .838744 .811142 .787212 • 766113 •747264 .730247 

2 o 1 0967564 •923380 ·o 888300 .859151 .834266 .812406 .793656 •775668 •759890 
2o2 .972590 •934403 e'9C3599 .877706 .855329 0835630 0818029 0862124 e7876f9 
2o3 0976951 ·944144 .91-7279 .894436 •874528 .856867 0846988 0826560 e813339 
2o4 .986712 •952697 0929424 0909423 .-891842 •876135 o86i925 •848946 •83.6996 
2o5 .983939 o 96015·9 0940133 .922747 .907339 •893478 •886865 e869285 e858575 
206 .986692 0966625 •949510 0934506 .921103 .908967 .897861 0887614 •878095 
2o7 .989028 •972195 e957665 .944809 .933238 .922693 e912992 .963998 .895667 
2.s •991000 •976963 0964709 .95377() .943855 .934764 .926357 0918526 0911191 
2•9 0992654 0981018 o97075f 0961510 1953075 .945298 .938069 0931306 •924946 
3o0 .994034 0984446 0975900 .968146 0961024 .954421 .948253 e942459 it936988 



TABLE OF P ( 1 , RO, D"t K ) 

R0=0•5 

K 
DI 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

3 • 1 •995179 .987324 •980257 •973797 .967827 •962262 .957040 e95? 115 •947448 r 

3.2 .996125 .989727 .983920 .979575 •973606 .968952 .9645°65 •960411 .956461 
3•3 .996900 .991720 .986980 .982588 .978481 .974617 .976959 .967483 •964166 
3•4 .997534 e993364- •989518 •985933 .982564 -.979379 .976352 •973465 •970702 
3.5 .998047 .994716 • 991611 .988704 .-985959 -.983353 .986897 .978487 .976263 
3•6 .998462 •995867 •993324 •996983 ii988"762 11986645 .984618 •982672 .980798 
3•7 .999;95 e996695 .994718 .992845 •9.91061 .989353 •987713 .986133 •984607 
3•8 .999061 .9974C9 •995845 0994357 .992933 .991565 .996247 .988974 .987741 
3.9 •999272 .997980 •996751 .995575 .994446 •9933$8 .992307 •991289 11990300 
4.0 .999438 .999434 .997473 .996551 .995662 .994863 .993976 .993161 .992375 

4 • 1 .999569 .998792 11998046 .997328 .996632 .995958 •995303 .994666 •994044 
I 4.2 .999671 .999074 .998498 •997941 ~997461 .996876 .996364 •995865 .995377 1---1 

1---1 4.3 .999750 e999294 .998852 .998424 ,998007 .997600 •997203 0996815 •996435 o:> 
I 

4•4 0999811 .999464 .999128 .998800 •998480 11998167 .997862 .997562 •997268 
4.5 .999858 .999596 11999341" 0999091 .998848 ·.998669 .998375 .998145 .997926 
4•6 .999894 e999697 •999505 .999316 •999132 .99995·1 .998773 •998598 •998426 
4.7 .999921 0999774 .999630 .999488 .999350 .99921 '3 .999679 .998946 .998816 
4•8 •999942 .999832 •999725 .999619 •999516 .999413 e999313 ·999213 •999115 
4.9 .999957 .999876 .999797 .999719 0999641 .999565 .999490 .999416 .999343 
5.c 0999969 .999969 .999851 .999793 e999736 .999680 .999624 e999569 .999515 

5 • 1 0999977 0999934 .999891 .999849 ,999807 .999765 .999725 .999684 .999644 
5o2 .999983 .999952 0999921 .999996 •999859 0999829 .999799 .999776 11999740 
5•3 .999988 .999965 .999943 •999920 0999898 .999876 11999855 .999833 0999812 
5.4 0999991 .999975 0999959 •999943 .999927 o99991i •999895 .999886 0999864 
5.5 0999994 .999992 0999971 .999959 .999948 11999936 .999925 .999914 0999963 
5•6 0999996 .999997 .999979 .999971 .999963 .999955 0999947 .999939 0999931 
5.7 0999997 .999991 .999985 .999979 .999974 •999968 .999962 .999957 •999951 
5.9 .999998 .999994 .999996 0999986 •999981 •999977 .999973 .999969 .999965· 
5o9 .999999 e999996 .999993 .999990 0999987 0999984 0999981 .999979 0999976 
6eO 0999999 .999997 .999995 .999993 .999991 0999989 0999987 .999985 0999983 
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* •' • Appendix C Table of P(l,RO,D',K,8) 

Ro=o.o 

ti= 1 • 0 0=2.0 

K i< 

s* 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6 

•O .886798 •741635 •648638 •582176 .531521 .976934 .938419 .906789 .879866 .856397 
.2 .853923 •719959 •632715 .569738 .521409 .966886 .929934 •899397 •873294 e850469 
•4 e815240 •693433 .612712 e553806 ,·508253 .953499 .918412 •889217 .864139 e842132 
•6 .770828 e661847 .588297 .533993 •491648 .936Ib3 .903182 •875581 .851746 e83074-3 
.a .721071 •625238 .559334 •510073 .471313 .914656 .883573 .857812 .835436 .815630 

1 • o .606667 e583932 •525935 .482024 •447146 .886798 •858986 .835283 .814567 ~796140 
1•2 .608608 •538552 .488485 e450075 i419264 .853923 .828950 .807482 .788596 e771710 
1•4 e548125 •489996 .447644 •414713 •388028 .815240 e793199 •774084 .757154 e741935 
1•6 .486613 •439387 .464313 e376672 •35404i .776828 .751728 e7350l7 .720114 •706641 
1.s .425531 •387990 .359579 •336885 •318110 •721071 .704837 e6905Q8 .677641 •665942 
2•C .366298 ·337118 .314625 .296416 

I 
.281195 .666667 .653147 • 641109 .630225 e620272 

t-1 
t-1 

•270640 t244322 .608608 .578672 e576384 \0 2•2 .310200 •288035 •256373 .597584 ·587684 
I 

.2•4 .258302 •241856 .228725 •217816 ,208506 .548125 e539331 e531368 .524070 .517322 
2•6 .211398 •199484 el898i2 el81675 •174663 .486613 .479754 .473493 e467719 e462350 
2.a .169978 •161554 • 154606 el48690 • 143541 •425531 .420302 •415495 .411033 e406861 
3.0 .134233 • 128422 .123556 •119364 • 115681 .366298 .362406 ·358862 e355437 •352274 
3.2 .104083 .f00173 .096852 .093958 ,091392 .310200 .307372 .304735 .302259 •299920 
3.4 .079223 -076658 •074449 .072504 ,070763 e258302 .256297 •254416 .252639 •256953 
3•6 .059183 .057542 .056110 e054837 .053688 .211398 .210011 •208702 e207459 •206275 
3.9 .043384 ·042361 .041458 .040647 .039909 .169978 el69Q42 •168154 • 167308 •166497 
4 • 0 .031205 0030583 .030028 .029525 .029064 el34233 el33618 •133031 el 32469 •131928 

-

4.2 .022019 .021651 .021319 .021015 ,020735 .i04083 .103689 ·103311 •102947 •102596 
4•4 .015242 ·015030 e014836 .o 14658 .014492 .679223 .678977 •078740 .07851 1 •078289 
4•6 .010350 .010231 •. o 10121 .010019 .009923 .659183 .059033 •058888 .658747 •058611 
4.9 .066893 .006828 ~006768 .0067il .006658 .643384 .643296 •043209 •043126 •043044 
5•0 0004503 ·004469 •004-436 ·004405 .o'o43·7·6· ·.031205 .031153 ·031103 .031055 •031007 
5.2 .062886 e002868 .002851 e0028'34 .002819 .022019 .021990 •021962 •021935 •021908 
5.4 .061814 .001904 ,001796 .001788 .001780 .015242 .615226 •015211 •015196 •015181 
5e6 .001118 .001113 .001109 .001105 .001101 .ofo350 .010341 •010333 e010325 •010317 
5.9 .060676 .000674 .000672 .000670 .000668 .666893 .006889 •006885 •006881 •006876 
6e0 .000401 e000400 .000399 .000398 .000397 .004503 .004501 .004499 .604497 •004495 



TABLE OF P ( 1 , RO • cf. K • &~ 

R0=0•5 

~ ' 

D= 1 .o D~2.o 

K K 

b~ 2 3 4 5 6 2. 3 4 5 6 

.o .848815 .701458 .608933 e543768 .494643 .961802 .910986 •871310 .838744 •811142 

.. 2 .811500 •677536 .591711 •530518 •483998 .947784 .899754 .861886 .830605 e803968 
•4 .769007 •649060 •570593 •513908 • 4·70419 .<:J29967 .8851()3 .849359 .819623 •794170 
·6 .721665 ·616004 .545387 •493666 .453593 •907815 .866452 .833133 e805201 •781157 
.8 .670061 •578579 .516099 •469679 .433338 .880872 .843279 .812648 .786761 e764346 

1.0 .615027 •537250 e482961 •442033 .409643 .848815 .815172 .787437 .763800 .743193 
1.2 .557598 .492719 .446444 .411635 .382701 .811~00 .781887 .757184 .735947 e717306 
1•4 .498962 .4459('.)3 e407242 •377216 .352916 .769607 .743394 •721776 e703025 .686451 
le6 .440380 •397866 ·366235 •341302 .320894 .72!665 .699918 .681348 .665097 .650631 
1.8 .383108 .349754 e324429 •304172 .287403 .670661 .651951 e636307 .622497 .616115 
2.0 .328315 e302709 .282880 •266790 .253319 .615027 .600244 e587332 .575835 •565453 

I .... 
.545786 I\) 2.2 .277016 •257788 e242614 •230127 .219557 .557598 .535347 .525977 .517457 0 

I 2•4 .230014 .·215898 •204554 •195092 • 1"86995 .498962 .489714 e481465 e473996 •467159 
2e6 .187867 •177739 •169459 • 162461 • 156409 .440380 .433300 •426923 .421103 •415740 
2.8 .150876 •143778 • 137878 •132829 •128418 .383108 .377807 e372989 .368559 e364450 
3.0 .119101 •114243 •110142 •106589 .103455 ·.328315 .324437 e320881 e317588 •314514 
3•2 .092385 e089138 e086357 e083921 .081750 .277016 .274244 e271682 •269292 •267049 
3•4 .070398 •068280 e066441 •064812 .063348 ·.230014 .228079 .226276 .224584 •222987 
3e6 .052684 e051336 .050151 e049090 .048128 .187867 el86547 el85310 el 84141 •183033 
3e8 .038714 .037877 .037132 •036459 .035843 .150876 .149998 •149170 • 148383 0147633 
4e0 .027929 0027422 ·026965 •026549 0026166 .119161 .118532 0117990 •117474 •116979 

4.2 .019776 .019477 e019204 0018954 •018721 .092385 .092024 ·091680 0091349 •091031 
4.4 .013743 e013571 .013412 • 01,3265 .013128 .070398 ob70175 0069961 •069755 0069556 
4e6 0009372 •009275 0009185 e009101 .009022 .652684 .052550 0052420 e052295 0052174 
408 .006270 e006217 ·006168 •006121 • 006077 .038714 .038636 0038559 0038485 0038413 
5.0 .004116 0004088 .004061 .004036 .004012 .627929 .027884 0027840 .627797 •027755 
5.2 .002650 e002636 0002622 •002608 .002596 .619776 0019751 ·019726 e019702 0019679 
5o4 .001674 e001667 •001660 e001653 .001646 .013743 .013729 0013716 0013703 •013690 
5.6 .001037 .001034 .001030 0001027 .001023 .009372 e009364 •009357 0009350 0009343 
5.8 .000630 0000628 0000627 0000625 .000624 0006270 .006267 0006263 e006259 •006256 
6e0 0000376 .000375 e000374 e000373 .000372 .004116 0004114 •004112 •004110 o00410~ • 
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